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Chapter 1
Introduction

1–1. Purpose
This pamphlet sets forth procedures for establishing health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention efforts. It
provides holistic guidance to improve the physical, mental, and spiritual health of Soldiers and their Families.

1–2. References
Required and related publications and prescribed and referenced forms are listed in appendix A.

1–3. Explanation of abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations and special terms used in this pamphlet are listed in the glossary.

Chapter 2
Structure, Duties, and Functions

2–1. The Army Suicide Prevention Program
a. The Army Suicide Prevention Program (ASPP), a proponent of Deputy Chief of Staff, G–1 (DCS, G–1), has an

Army-wide commitment to provide resources for suicide intervention skills, prevention, and follow-up in an effort to
reduce the occurrence of suicidal behavior across the Army enterprise. The ASPP develops initiatives to tailor and
target policies, programs, and training in order to mitigate risk and behavior associated with suicide. A function of the
ASPP is to track demographic data on suicidal behaviorsto assist Army leaders in the identification of trends. The goal
is to minimize suicidal behavior by reducing the risk of suicide for Active Army and Reserve Component Soldiers,
Army DA civilians, and Army Family members. The ASPP establishes a community approach to reduce Army suicides
through the function of the Community Health Promotion Councils (CHPC). The CHPC integrates multidisciplinary
capabilities to assist commanders in implementing local suicide-prevention programs, and establishes the importance of
early identification of, and intervention with problems that detract from personal and unit readiness. The ASPP has 3
principle phases or categories of activities to mitigate the risk and impact of suicidal behaviors; prevention, interven-
tion, and postvention. The ASPP Program Manager shall also serve as a member of the Department of Defense (DOD)
Suicide Prevention and Risk Reduction Committee and subcommittees to ensure the ASPP is nested with the Defense
Community of Excellence (DCoE) suicide prevention efforts.

b. The Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG), ICW CHPCs will develop a specific plan to provide commanders
additional guidance on ensuring at risk medications are tracked and medical peer review is completed through quality
assurance. Guidance will provide commanders information on how to—

(1) Inform commanders on how to track at risk medications when the health care provider (HCP) or pharmacy will
not release their medication information.

(2) Determine how the Army will track medication filled by an outside DOD medical pharmacy.
c. Prevention focuses on preventing normal life “stressors” from turning into life crises. “Prevention Programming”

focuses on equipping the Soldier, Family member, and Army DA civilian with coping skills to handle overwhelming
life circumstances. Prevention includes early screening to establish baseline mental health and to offer specific remedial
programs before dysfunctional behavior occurs. Prevention is dependent upon caring and proactive unit leaders and
managers who make the effort to know their personnel, including estimating their ability to handle stress, and who
offer a positive, cohesive environment which nurtures, and develops positive life-coping skills. These “gatekeepers”
serve as the first line of defense to mitigate risk (See glossary for “gatekeeper” explanation).

d. Intervention attempts to prevent a life crisis or mental disorder from leading to thoughts of suicide, to help
someone manage suicidal thoughts and takes action to intervene when a suicide appears imminent. It encourages and/or
mandates professional assistance to handle a particular crisis or treat a mental illness. In this area, early involvement is
a crucial factor in suicide risk reduction. Intervention includes alteration of the conditions that produced the current
crisis, treatment of underlying psychiatric disorder(s) that contributed to suicidal thoughts, and follow-up care to assure
problem resolution. This also could include controlling a person’s environment such as removing the means and
enacting watchful care from a buddy. Commanders play an integral part during this phase, as it is their responsibility to
ensure access to behavioral health care and that a particular problem or crisis has been resolved before assuming the
person is out of danger.

e. Postvention is required when an individual has attempted or completed a suicide. After an attempt, commanders,
non commissioned officers (NCOs), and installation gatekeepers must take steps to secure and protect such individuals
before they can harm themselves and/or others. “Postvention” activities also include unit-level interventions following
completed suicidal acts, to minimize psychological reactions to the event, prevent or minimize potential for suicide
contagion, strengthen unit cohesion, and promote continued mission readiness.
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2–2. Army Suicide Prevention Program strategy
a. The strategy and supporting elements of the ASPP are based on the premise that suicide prevention will be

accomplished by leaders through command policy and action. The key to the prevention of suicide is positive
leadership and deep concern by supervisors of military personnel and DA civilian employees who are at increased risk
of suicide.

b. Leaders must know their subordinates and assure that timely assistance is provided when needed. Commanders
and DA civilian leaders will establish standardized protocols so that individuals identified as having increased risk are
referred to appropriate agencies to receive help. Examples include community mental health service (CMHS), emer-
gency room of the medical treatment facility, or local hospital. The unit commander/supervisor must track the
individual’s progress to ensure that the problem is resolved.

c. It is the Army’s goal to prevent suicide for Soldiers, Family members, and DA civilian employees. However, it
must be recognized that in some people, suicidal intent is very difficult to identify or predict, even for a mental health
professional. Some suicides may be expected even in units with the best leadership climate and most efficient crisis
intervention and suicide prevention programs. Therefore, it is important to redefine the goal of suicide prevention as
being suicide risk reduction. Suicide risk reduction consists of reasonable steps taken to lower the probability that an
individual will engage in acts of self–destructive behavior.

d. The ASPP provides support for commanders to lower the risk of suicide for Soldiers, Family members, and DA
civilian employees. This will lead to lower suicide rates in the Army and will impact significantly on the loss of life
and productivity that can result from suicidal behavior.

e .  R e v i e w  a n d  e v a l u a t e  s u i c i d e  p r e v e n t i o n  p r o g r a m s  a n d  t h e i r  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  t o  a s s e s s  p e r f o r m a n c e  a n d
effectiveness.

2–3. Leadership
The success of a health promotion, risk reduction and suicide prevention program depends on the concentrated focus of
leadership on activities that encompass the physical, behavioral, spiritual, social, and cultural dimensions in their
respective communities. (See AR 600–63 for a comprehensive explanation) The total effect of a solid program is an
overall improvement in unit and organizational performance by enhancing individual well-being. Diagrams depicting
relationships among key proponents are shown at appendix E.

2–4. Brigade and Battalion commanders
The brigade and battalion commanders will—

a. Establish task forces, committees, and risk reduction teams to facilitate health promotion initiatives to reduce
high-risk behaviors and build resiliency.

b. Ensure that command leadership personnel are educated regarding behavioral health issues such as suicidal
ideation, substance abuse, and other high-risk behaviors and their effect on unit climate. Ensure all officer/NCO
counseling sessions and the Army Mentorship Program include these issues.

c. Follow information outlined in FM 6–22, appendix B, Counseling.
d. Attend meetings of health promotion, risk reduction, suicide prevention program counsels, committees, task

forces, and so on, as applicable.
e. Publish a suicide prevention policy (AR 600–63, para 1–24). See appendix C of this DA Pam for an example of a

suicide prevention policy.
f. Provide required annual training for suicide awareness/intervention in accordance with AR 600–63, paragraph

4–4j(2). Training is to be provided to those serving in the Active Army, National Guard/Reserve, and DA civilian
Government Service employees. DA civilians may be excused from the Army Suicide Prevention Training if they
believe the training is offensive or may be emotionally or psychologically stressful to them. Managers and supervisors
who excuse DA civilians from the scheduled training will offer those employees alternatives to the training, such as
written materials on suicide prevention. Training shall be made available to full-time contractors unless the following
limitations apply:

(1) Public Law 106-58, September 29, 1999, 113 Stat 430, provides that: “SEC. 625. (a) None of the funds made
available in this or any other Act may be obligated or expended for any employee training;

(2) Does not meet identified needs for knowledge, skills, and abilities bearing directly upon the performance of
official duties;

( 3 )  C o n t a i n s  e l e m e n t s  l i k e l y  t o  i n d u c e  h i g h  l e v e l s  o f  e m o t i o n a l  r e s p o n s e  o r  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  s t r e s s  i n  s o m e
participants;

(4) Does not require prior employee notification of the content and methods to be used in the training and written
end of course evaluation;

(5) Contains any methods or content associated with religious or quasi-religious belief systems or "new age" belief
systems as defined in Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Notice N-915.022, dated September 2, 1988; or

(6) Is offensive to, or designed to change, participants’ personal values or lifestyle outside the workplace.
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(7) Contractor employees may only attend suicide training on government time (that is, the government is charged
for the time spent at training) if such training is part of the contract.

(8) If contractors will be required to attend, the requirement must be required specifically in each contract involved,
and this training must be conducted “on the clock” (paid) for the contractor’s training.

(9) Wherever practical, training shall be conducted in person and in small groups, rather than using large group,
VTC, or web-based trainings.

g. Track and assess mandatory suicide prevention training of individual Soldiers in accordance with AR 350–1.

2–5. Commander responsibilities
a. All commanders—
(1) Will remain sensitive and responsive to the needs of Soldiers, Army DA civilians, Family members, and retirees.

Ensure that unit leaders utilize principles of counseling provided in FM 6–22, appendix B.
(2) Inform all subordinates of available assistance agencies.
(3) Prepare a commander’s policy letter, (in accordance with AR 600–63, para 4–4j2) See appendix C of this DA

Pam for an example.
(4) Coordinate and conduct awareness training for subordinate leaders.
(5) Incorporate suicide prevention training into the yearly training plan.
(6) Must keep records of Soldiers’ annual suicide prevention awareness training.
(7) Provide command support for unit participation in suicide awareness and prevention activities.
(8) Reduce stigma. Build a command climate that encourages and enables Soldiers and civilians to seek help.
(9) Educate leaders regarding policy to eliminate belittling Soldiers who seek behavioral health assistance.
(10) Manage at-risk Soldiers, to include processing for separation as appropriate in a timely manner. Indicators of

risk are listed in paragraph 3–7c(1).
(11) Refer individuals who are identified as having personal or emotional problems to an appropriate source for

help. It is essential that commanders follow through to assure the problem is either resolved or continuing help is being
provided. Civilian HCP will not release health care information due to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) restrictions. Commanders must coordinate through their nearest Medical Treatment Facility (MTF) to
gain updates of Soldier status of care.

(12) Utilize the AR 15–6 investigation for death of a Soldier. Civilian causes of death will be determined by the
local medical examiner or coroner. Commands from all components will conduct an AR 15–6 investigation on every
suicide or equivocal death which is being investigated as a possible suicide for Soldiers (See AR 600–63, chap 1–23
for commanders’ responsibilities). AR 15–6 procedures are not utilized for civilian deaths.

( 1 3 )  U s e  t h e  u n i t  r i s k  i n v e n t o r y  ( U R I ) ,  t h e  r e i n t e g r a t i o n  u n i t  r i s k  i n v e n t o r y  ( R - U R I ) ,  t h e  D D  F o r m  2 7 9 6
(Post–Deployment Health Assessment (PDHA)), and the DD Form 2900 (Post–Deployment Health Reassessment
(PDHRA)) to identify Soldier’s issues that need command attention and additional resources.

(14) Commands from all components will provide a subsequent report after the initial serious incident report on
every suicide or equivocal death which is being investigated as a possible suicide within 30 days from the date of the
incident. The report will be supported by information from the AR 15–6 investigations and forward through command
channels to the DCS, G–1 ASPP. See table F–1 for required line items.

b. Senior Commanders (SC) of active Army, Army National Guard, and Army Reserve, will establish and execute
an Army Campaign Plan for Health Promotion, Risk Reduction, and Suicide Prevention (ACPHP) compliance arm,
managed in coordination with the CHPC members, to measure and assess the effects of the ACPHP by the SC (AR
600-63, para 2–1i).

(1) Have the overall responsibility for health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention efforts.
(2) Designate, as appropriate, an individual to serve as the representative of the CHPC.
c. Garrison commanders will—
(1) Develop a comprehensive, all-encompassing health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention strategy

that links garrison, MTF staffs, and activities and is readily recognized and acknowledged by unit commanders,
Soldiers, DA civilians, and Family members.

(2) Establish a comprehensive strategy to combat the stigma associated with Soldiers seeking behavioral health care.
(3) Review the Operational Tempo (OPTEMPO) of units to synchronize/implement Soldier and Family member

resiliency-focused programs.
(4) Support programs that actively engage leaders and their spouses in a comprehensive health promotion, risk

reduction, and suicide prevention program to strengthen relationships.
(5) Ensure a CHPC is established. See paragraph 2–11 of this DA Pam for information about the CHPC.
d. The MTF Commanders will—
(1) Work closely with the Criminal Investigative Division (CID), Fatality Review Board (FRB), and AR 15–6/Line

of Duty (LOD) investigator to ensure timely and accurate reporting of suicide-related event data on the Department of
Defense Suicide Event Report (DODSER).
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(2) Monitor primary health care and behavioral health care provider consolidation (co-location) to provide compre-
hensive medical treatment, share treatment plan information, and reduce stigma.

(3) Ensure primary/behavioral health care providers treat patients comprehensively with current medical health care
commensurate with Family medical care (for example; facility, equipment, and specialty consultation and services).

(4) Ensure “at risk medication” prescriptions are tracked and peer reviewed through a quality assurance process
from other medical doctors under normal medical peer review. “At risk” prescribing would include (label and off label
use) drug combinations comprised of three or more of the following: Opioid Narcotics, Anxiolytics, Antipsychotics,
Sedative-hypnotics, mood stabilizers, and anti-convulsants.

e. The Army Service Component Command is responsible for publishing a theater-level Suicide Prevention Action
Plan (SPAP) and ensuring that proper training and oversight of programs occurs.

f. First line leaders will—
(1) Promote a climate of support, minimize stigma, and encourage help seeking behavior.
(2) Understand leader responsibilities regarding suicide prevention, intervention and postvention.
(3) Take a personal interest and know what is going on in subordinate Soldiers’ personal lives. Provide support,

where needed.
(4) Teach suicide prevention to all Soldiers in their chain of command.
(5) Implement the battle buddy system in accordance with AR 600–63. Foster a sense of responsibility in Soldiers to

provide watchful care and support to peers.

2–6. Soldiers
a. Live up to the Army Values in caring for your buddy.
b. Seek out your buddy for advice, protection, and support.
c. Recognize that seeking help is a sign of strength.
d. Report all concerns that a buddy may harm themselves.

2–7. Chaplains
a. Are integrated with behavioral health professional in units, Combat Stress Control Teams, and with Military

Family Life Consultants to provide multi-disciplinary support, naturalize referrals, and reduce stigma associated with
help-seeking behavior.

b. Strong Bonds is a command-initiated, Chaplain-led program in which the Chief of Chaplains offers an incentive
grant to encourage commanders to plan and execute within their commands. Commanders are expected to fully fund all
logistical requirements which are above and beyond the total amount of the Chief of Chaplains Incentive Grant. Strong
Bonds is a relationship education and skills focused training program conducted in an off-site and overnight retreat
setting. Various training programs are offered for single Soldiers, couples, and Family members. Attendance is
voluntary. During the retreat, Soldiers and Families participate in small group activities that strengthen relationship
bonds, nurture resiliency, and support long-distance relationships. In addition, Soldiers and Families gain awareness of
community resources that can assist with concerns about health and wellness, even crisis intervention. Strong Bonds
programs are available to all Active Duty, Army National Guard, and United States Army Reserve Soldiers and their
Families.

2–8. Military family life consultants
Military family life consultants (MFLCs) are managed and deployed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).
They are professionals in private practice in the state in which they are licensed. When MFLCs come on board under
contract with OSD, they close their private practice and become a consultant at a specific location. The MFLCs are
available to Soldiers and Families, are incorporated into commander/unit programs, and are fully integrated with other
providers, such as TRICARE Network or MTF healthcare providers, to ensure seamless coverage between contact and
referral.

2–9. Criminal Investigation Division commanders or special agents in charge of the supporting U.S.
Army Criminal Investigation Command element

a. Investigates all suicides or suspected suicides of Soldiers on Active Duty at the time of death (see AR 195–2).
b. Establishes liaison with local civilian law enforcement agencies, coroners, and medical examiners, as appropriate,

to obtain information regarding suicide related events involving military personnel, their Families, or DA civilian
employees, which may have occurred off–post, and provide such information to the Suicide Prevention Task Force
(SPTF). Such liaison activity will be in compliance with applicable statutes of the local civilian community.

c. As allowed by appropriate regulations, provides the SPTF extracts from the CID reports of investigation
(including psychological autopsy), which may be useful in understanding the reasons for a suicide and in formulating
future prevention plans.
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d. Coordinates with commanders regarding equivocal death investigations to ensure commanders take appropriate,
timely actions (AR 15–6/LOD, and so on), in the event that the equivocal death is determined to be a suicide.

2–10. Line of duty investigators
a. The LOD Investigators are appointed by the unit commander.
b. Perform an LOD determination for all deaths and injuries arising from suicide-related events (equivocal deaths,

attempts, and acts of self harm) for Soldiers in an active duty or IDT status in accordance with AR 600–8–4.
c. Coordinate and communicate with an appropriate MTF behavioral health officer to obtain an opinion from that

officer regarding whether the Soldier who died of suicide was “mentally sound” at the time of the suicide incident.

2–11. Councils, task forces, and teams
a. Community Health Promotion Council. The roles and responsibilities of the CHPC are outlined in AR 600–63,

chapter 2. The CHPC’s primary responsibilities related to suicide prevention are to establish, plan, implement, and
manage the ASPP for their installation, state Joint Force Headquarters (JFHQ), Army Command/Army Service
Component Command/or Direct Reporting Unit (ACOM/ASCC/DRU). For geographically-dispersed commands, a
CHPC may not be practical. In these situations, commanders will develop and implement alternative strategies to
accomplish similar goals, to include establishing a Suicide Prevention Task Force (SPTF) in accordance with the
requirements of AR 600–63, paragraph 2–4. It will maximize and focus available resources and ensure unit ASPPs are
nested within the overall plan. The CHPC—

(1) It is chaired by the garrison commander, ACSS/ACOM/DRU commander, the Adjutant General, or their
designee. The structure, function, and efforts of the CHPC are outlined in AR 600–63, paragraph 2–2c-g.

(2) Will have a charter that includes the following: purpose, mission/scope, objectives, membership/organizational
structure, meeting schedule/meeting agenda, standard products/services, marketing/outreach, and production/metrics.

(3) Provides a comprehensive approach to health promotion, and is concerned with the environment and its
relationship to people at individual, organizational, and community levels.

(4) Identifies and eliminates redundancies and voids in programs and services by evaluating population needs,
assessing existing programs, and coordinating targeted interventions.

(5) Ensures health promotion programs include a comprehensive health education/health promotion process which
raises individual and community awareness, encourages proactive public health policies, and sustains healthy lifestyles
for a mission ready Army.

(6) Initiates preventive interventions that directly impact the total population (Active, Army Reserve, and Army
National Guard Soldiers, Family members, retirees, and Army DA civilians).

(7) Assists, develops, and implements means to allow commanders to monitor program goals and objectives.
(8) Ensures necessary health promotion knowledge, skills, and training are available for the Community, to include

responsible sexual behavior, substance abuse, fitness and health, injury prevention, ergonomics, oral health, nutrition,
and weight management.

b. Suicide Prevention Task Force.
(1) Each installation, Army Reserve ACSS/ACOM/DRU and state JFHQs will establish a SPTF to plan, implement,

and manage the local ASPP. The SPTF is a sub-committee of the CHPC where one exists. The membership of this
committee will be tailored to meet local needs.

(2) All commanders will assign the suicide prevention mission to the Suicide Prevention Program Manager (SPPM)
– who serves as the chair of the SPTF and a member of the CHPC.

(3) The SPTF should consist of the following personnel or their local equivalent:
(a) The Suicide Prevention Program Manager (SPPM).
(b) The Alcohol Drug Control Officer (ADCO).
(c) Chaplain.
(d) The Director of Health Services (DHS).
(e) The Division/Command Surgeon (DS).
(f) The Chief, Community Mental Health Services (CMHS).
(g) The Division Mental Health Officer (DMHO)/Director of Psychological Health (DPH).
(h) The Public Affairs Officer (PAO).
(i) The Director, Human Resources (DHR).
(j) The Provost Marshal (PM).
(k) Commander or special agent–in–charge of supporting U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Division Command

(USACIDC) element.
(l) The Staff Judge Advocate (SJA).
(m) The Army Community Services Officer (ACS).
(n) The Director of Family, Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (DFMWR).
(o) The Director of Plans and Training (DPT).
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(p) A representative of the post Family member schools.
(q) Other installation, organization, and community agencies, as needed.
(4) In accordance with AR 600–63, chap 2, paragraph 2–4a and b. The SPTF will—
(a) Coordinate program activities and the suicide prevention activities of the command, interested agencies, and

persons.
(b) Evaluate program needs of the installation or organization and make appropriate recommendations to the

commander on a quarterly basis.
(c) Review, refine, add, or delete items to the program based on an on–going evaluation of needs.
(d) Develop awareness training for their installation’s/organization’s suicide prevention activities and identify appro-

priate forums for training.
(e) Evaluate the impact of the pace of training and military operations on the quality of individual and Family life in

the military community.
(f) Recommend command policy guidance for training and operations issues to assure that Soldiers and their leaders

have sufficient opportunity for quality Family life.
(g) Be aware of publicity generated with respect to suicides in the community and develop public awareness articles

for publication.
(h) Meet as scheduled or at the discretion of the task force presiding officer.
(i) Coordinate with civilian support agencies as necessary.
(j) The SPTFs implement an integrated Family member suicide prevention program.
(k) Maintain demographics and statistical data on every confirmed suicide for Soldiers and DA civilians; and

comparative data for civilians in the national and local civilian population for statistical comparison.
(l) Supports the efforts of the Fatality Review Board (FRB), as appropriate. See paragraph 2–12d of this publication

for information about the FRB.
(5) Functions of the Suicide Prevention Task Force members. The following list of specific functions (in accordance

with AR 600–63, chap 2) for task force members and other staff agencies is provided as a guide for the efficient
operation of the SPTF.

(a) The Suicide Prevention Program Manager (SPPM)—
1. Serves as the presiding officer of the Suicide Prevention Task Force and coordinates the efforts of task force

members.
2. Serves as a member of the CHPC, reporting data and trends gleaned from the SPTF.
3. Tracks the training of all personnel certified in the DCS, G–1 approved Suicide Intervention Skills Training and

ACE training for the installation, State, and ACSS/ACOM/DRU. A minimum of two certified trainers are required to
effectively conduct Suicide Intervention Skills Training.

4. Serves as the point of contact for program information and advice to the commander and to major subordinate
commands.

5. Integrates suicide prevention into community, Family, and Soldier support programs, as appropriate.
(b) The ADCO—
1. Serves as the task force presiding officer in the absence of the SPPM.
2. Advises the commander regarding the impact of alcohol and drug abuse on suicide risk.
3. Assures that the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) staff are trained in suicide risk identification factors

and in the management of suicidal clients.
4. Informs the task force of the current ASAP training requirements of the command and estimates the impact of

their requirements on the quality of life within the area served by the task force.
(c) Chaplain—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Advises commanders on moral and ethical issues and other stress factors that may result in an increased risk.
3. Assures that all chaplains within the command are trained to identify individuals who may be at increased risk of

suicide and make appropriate referrals. This training will be conducted with the assistance of local mental health
officers.

4. Provides the training expertise to assist the command in the education–awareness training process. Unit chaplains
provide and assist unit level suicide prevention training for leaders, supervisors, Soldiers, and DA civilian employees.
Chaplains advise and assist other staff members and task force members in satisfying identified training needs.

(d) The Director of Health Services—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Assesses and advises the installation commander on stress factors that may result in increased numbers of persons

at risk.
3. Provide mental health officers to train other trainers in the education—awareness program.
(e) The Division Surgeon—
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1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Assures that division health care providers are trained in crisis intervention techniques using periodic in–service

education.
3. Serves as liaison with the Medical Department Activity (MEDDAC) Mental Health Service and the Division

Mental Service.
4. Coordinates training activities with the chaplains.
(f) The Army Community Service Officer—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Serves as the staff officer responsible for the Family Member Suicide Prevention Program.
3. Continues operation of advocacy and out–reach programs dealing in areas of stress and Family violence.
4. Through the SPTF informs the PAO, heightens public awareness of the support and helping mechanisms available

within the community.
5. Conducts appropriate in–service training of ACS staff members including volunteers who routinely assist Sol-

diers, DA civilian employees, and Family members who might be at risk of suicide.
6. Emphasizes support agencies and programs during Family member orientations and other appropriate briefings.
7. Serves as the specific task force participant responsible for coordinating with civilian support agencies.
(g) The PAO—
1. Serves as member of the SPTF.
2. Coordinates the community awareness needs of the task force.
(h) The PM—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Ensures military police forces respond to potential suicide situations discretely and cautiously to avoid increasing

stress for the personnel in suicidal crisis (that is, normally the use of emergency equipment (lights or sirens) would be
inappropriate).

3. Provides feedback information to the task force, as appropriate, on any suicide related events that may have
occurred on post.

4. Reinforces instruction presented at the U.S. Army Military Police School concerning identification of persons at
risk for suicide, and emphasizes that actions taken by military police in the line of duty may cause some people to be at
increased risk of suicide. An example might be a teenager who has been arrested for shoplifting and is greatly
embarrassed about their behavior. Awareness training, using the assistance and advice of chaplains and mental health
professionals, may be conducted at in–service training and professional development classes.

(i) Commander or special agent–in–charge of the supporting USACIDC element—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Investigates all suicides or suspected suicides (see AR 195–2).
3. Establishes liaison with local Civilian law enforcement agencies, coroners and medical examiners, as appropriate,

to obtain information regarding suicide related events involving military personnel, their Families, or DA civilian
employees, which may have occurred off–post, and provide such information to the task force. Such liaison activity
will be in compliance with applicable statutes of the local Civilian community.

4. As allowed by appropriate regulations, provides the task force extracts from the CID reports of investigation
(including psychological autopsy), which may be useful in understanding the reasons for a suicide and in formulating
future prevention plans.

(j) The SJA—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Provides suicide prevention awareness training for personnel assigned to the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate

and Trial Defense Service with the advice and assistance of chaplains and behavioral health professionals. In the course
of performing their duties, Trial Defense Service and legal assistance personnel may be providing assistance to
Soldiers, Family Members, and, in limited circumstances, civilian employees, who are in crisis, not only from
administrative and legal actions, but also from other causes. Such crises may cause them to be at increased risk of
suicide. As such, Trial Defense Service and legal assistance will remain vigilant and take the necessary steps to help
ensure that their clients receive appropriate assistance, if any of the known suicide risk factors become apparent;
however, at all times they must ensure client confidentiality.

(k) The Director, Human Resources—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Assures that local programs take into consideration the needs of the DA civilian work force.
3. Is responsible for coordinating the training for DA civilian managers and supervisors.
(l) The Director, DFMWR—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
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2. Serves as the point of contact for program information and advice to the commander and to major subordinate
commands.

3. Integrates suicide prevention into community, Family and Soldier support programs, as appropriate.
(m) The Director, DPT—
1. Serves as a member of the SPTF.
2. Informs the task force of the current training and operational requirements of the command and estimates the

impact of their requirements on the quality of life within the area served by the task force.
3. Develops schedules for all training and operational requirements.
c. Risk Management Team (RMT) formerly called the Suicide Risk Management Team (SRMT). Army divisions

and other large activities with adequate support should consider establishing a RMT in accordance with AR 600–63.
This is an optional element of the ASPP. The team is charged with the responsibility of addressing the medical and
administrative needs presented by high risk cases. The RMT will not become involved in rescue or emergency
lifesaving operations with respect to suicide attempts. It is the role of the RMT to address those problems and issues
that precipitated the suicide attempt and to deal expeditiously with them.

d. The Suicide Response Team (SRT), at the discretion of the commander, will convene within 48 hours of an
attempted or completed suicide to support the command and installation effected. As an adjunct to the CHPC, its
function is to assist the commander in assessing the situation, determining appropriate courses of action, directing
immediate interagency and inter staff actions, and advising the commander. See AR 600–63 for specific information
regarding team intervention and composition.

e. The Division/Command Surgeon or Director of Psychological Health—
(1) Assumes primary responsibility as the SRT coordinator.
(2) Provides for the clinical evaluation, treatment and disposition of military personnel who may be at increased risk

for suicide.
(3) Provides active multidisciplinary coordination for the medical, administrative, and legal needs of the suicidal

individual, utilizing to the fullest extent possible the services provided by other team members, medical treatment
facilities, and existing human resource agencies.

(4) Serves as the primary point of contact during a suicide crisis for battalion and separate company commanders to
convene the SRT.

(5) Institutes all necessary management procedures internal to the division and executes, as necessary, memoran-
dums of understanding with medical treatment facilities to assure that an immediate and appropriate response to a
suicide attempt is achieved.

(6) Provides for collection, evaluation, and dissemination of all data pertaining to attempted suicides or suicide
related behavior. Family members of the deceased have privacy rights that are protected under the Privacy Act. Any
decision to release information must adhere to these rights and must protect the military interest.

(7) Coordinates the use of medical assets in the training of stress management, suicide prevention, and Family
advocacy subject matters.

f. The Division Psychiatrist—
(1) Serves as the alternate coordinator in crisis situations in the absence of the division surgeon, and as the principal

point of contact with medical treatment facilities as a member of the SRT.
(2) Provides for the clinical evaluation, treatment, and disposition of military personnel who may be at increased

risk for suicide.
(3) Provides for training in stress management, suicide prevention, and Family advocacy subject matters.
(4) Provides battalion and separate company commander’s information about Soldiers who may be at increased risk

of suicide, when it is necessary for the commander to take action to protect a Soldier or civilian.
(5) Disseminates an epidemiologic profile that will serve as a standard by which members of the chain of command

can identify potential suicides.
(6) Assists the division surgeon in the collection and analysis of suicide related behavioral data.
g. The chaplain representative—
(1) Is available with the division/command surgeon during a suicide crisis upon request.
(2) Develops policies and procedures for unit chaplains to assure an active monitoring of high risk Soldiers and

provide for chaplain intervention during a suicide crisis.
(3) Provides immediate pastoral assistance to Families who have suffered a suicide or suicide attempt.
(4) Assists the surgeon in providing training to Soldiers in stress management, suicide prevention, and Family

advocacy issues.
h. The DCS G–1/Adjutant General Corps (AG) personnel representative—
(1) Is available during a suicide crisis when requested by the surgeon.
(2) Supports the surgeon in the collection, analysis, and dissemination of suicide related behavioral data.
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(3) Formulates letters of instruction, regulations, and so on, as required, to prescribe appropriate procedures and
activities which foster suicide prevention and intervention.

(4) Coordinates with the battalion or separate company commander concerned, and provides advice or administra-
tive assistance as required.

i. The Provost Marshal Representative—
(1) Is available during a suicide crisis when requested by the surgeon.
(2) Ensures procedures are established for immediate notification of the operations center, the surgeon, and the

appropriate commander during instances when suicides or Family member suicides are imminent or have occurred.
Also coordinates directly with medical treatment facilities in crisis situations (emergency rooms) as appropriate or
necessary.

(3) Provides for immediate protection and well being of Soldiers, Family members, or DA civilians at high risk for
suicide until unit or medical personnel are on the scene.

j. Representatives of the adjutant general, staff judge advocate, ADCO, and an ACS Officer—
(1) Is available during a suicide crisis when requested by the surgeon.
(2) Provide advice and assistance to the surgeon within their areas of administrative or professional expertise on

matter pertaining to suicide risks or attempts.
k. The HQDA Suicide Specialized Augmentation Response Team (SSART)—
(1) The SSART which will be a trained and quick response force ready to respond to pockets of increased suicide-

related events in all components. This team will include, at a minimum, a behavioral health professional, chaplain, and
command personnel.

(2) In the event that several suicides occur on an installation, the SSART is designed to support commanders during
suicide outbreaks to help them address unfamiliar epidemiologic concerns.

2–12. Other programs, entities, resources, and personnel
a. Risk Reduction Program.
(1) The Risk Reduction Program (RRP), established by the Army Center for Substance Abuse Programs, is a tool to

help commanders reduce high-risk behavior in their Soldiers. It has evolved into an efficient way of assisting
commanders in ascertaining and addressing high-risk behavioral problems. Using the RRP, commanders can call upon
installation resources for support in reducing or preventing high-risk behaviors from impacting mission readiness. It
promotes a prevention-focused approach when dealing with suicidal and/or high-risk behaviors and promotes focused,
coordinated actions on the part of the installation agencies and the chain of command in units with potentially high-risk
profiles. The ADCO serves as the local proponent for the RRP.

(2) Commanders determine interventions after quarterly consultations using their own chain of command and
available installation expertise, including the Installation Prevention Team (IPT) to solve issues. The Risk Reduction
Program Coordinator (RRPC) facilitates development and delivery of risk reduction products from installation activities
for mission commanders.

b. Installation Prevention Team.
(1) The IPT is composed of many representatives from the installation human services agencies such as the ASAP,

Family Advocacy Program (FAP), Army Community Service (ACS), preventive medicine, chaplain, and the SJA. The
focus of the IPT is to review and analyze the installation’s risk reduction unit data and, in collaboration with
commanders, develop prevention strategies and interventions to address high risk factors affecting units. IPT members
will also collaborate to develop and implement Installation Prevention Plan’s (IPP). See AR 600–85 for specific details
regarding the IPT.

(2) The RRPC interfaces directly with risk managers of installation units and activities as the facilitator of the IPT in
order to oversee data collection, processing, and analysis to produce tailored, timely, and accurate risk assessments and
recommend courses of action for mitigation efforts. The RRPC provides an outreach consultation capability that works
directly with commanders requiring assistance in developing unit-specific risk management plans.

(3) The two prominent tools of the RRP are the unit risk inventory (URI)/re-integration unit risk inventory (R–URI).
These command climate surveys help commanders determine the actual occurrences of high-risk behaviors, not just
report incidences, because Soldiers complete the surveys anonymously. Combined with data on actual occurrences of
high-risk behaviors and the expertise of the IPT, these surveys help installation health care providers target appropriate
intervention strategies where they are needed most. Commanders will coordinate with the installation ASAP to
administer the URI to all deploying Soldiers at least 90 days before an operational deployment and the R-URI to
redeploying Soldiers between 90 and 180 days of their return from deployment. Commanders may coordinate with the
installation ASAP to administer the URI to their units at any time; however, incoming commanders should consider
this a necessary action during their change of command. See AR 600–85 for more information regarding URI and
R–URI dissemination.

c. Case Review Committee. The Case Review Committee (CRC) is a multidisciplinary team supervised by the MTF
commander. The CRC, through Social Work Services, assesses reports of spouse and child abuse, recommends
treatment plans and ensures that each case receives a determination of substantiated or unsubstantiated. The purpose of
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the CRC is to coordinate medical, legal, law enforcement, and social work assessment, identification, command
intervention, investigation, and treatment functions from the initial report of spouse or child abuse to case closure. A
treatment team may handle both spouse and child abuse, or separate teams may be organized to handle each type of
abuse. The CRC is not a public meeting, and membership is limited to those individuals identified in AR 608–18,
paragraph 2–3b. Members must have supervisory or functional responsibility for prevention, identification, reporting,
investigation, diagnosis, and treatment of spouse and child abuse.

d. Fatality Review Board. In the event of a suicide, review the results of the psychological autopsy (as applicable) to
look for the possible causes of the suicide and, if necessary, evaluate prevention efforts and make recommendations to
the commander. The Fatality Review Board (FRB) meets regularly to review all known or suspected domestic violence
or child abuse related homicides and suicides to include all infant and child deaths in which the manner of death is
undetermined at autopsy involving any of the following: a member of the Army on active duty; a current or former
dependent of a member of the Army on active duty; or a current or former intimate partner who has a child in common
or has shared a common domicile with a member of the Army on active duty. The review should take place after
related law enforcement investigations, autopsies, and court trials have ended. The review process is not a public
meeting and the attendance is limited to the members of the FRB and consultants, as appropriate. At a minimum, the
FRB should be comprised of the following members within the chain of command of the Soldier involved—

(1) Brigade Command Sergeant Major.
(2) Battalion Command Sergeant Major.
(3) Company First Sergeant.
(4) Platoon Sergeant.
(5) Immediate supervisor of the Soldier involved.
(6) Brigade safety advisor, if assigned/detailed.
(7) Senior enlisted Soldiers from staff offices, as requested.

2–13. Reporting
All committees, teams, and councils report information and data trends to the Community Health Promotion Council on
a quarterly basis.

Chapter 3
Prevention

3–1. Suicide prevention
Suicide prevention is a continuum of awareness, intervention, and postvention to help save lives. Prevention refers to
all efforts that build resilience, reduce stigma, and build awareness of suicide and related behaviors. Ultimately, the
goal of prevention is to develop healthy, resilient Soldiers to the state that suicide is not an option. Prevention focuses
on reducing life stressors and intervening when life crises become so overwhelming that suicide becomes a serious
consideration. It is important to establish a culture that reinforces help-seeking behavior as an appropriate and generally
accepted part of being responsible. Training can be provided to improve intervention skills, increase knowledge and
build confidence in Soldiers to respond appropriately to a suicidal threat. Specific training modules are to be developed
for military medics and medical personnel focusing on the review of clinical protocols for responding to crisis
situations involving Service members who may be at high risk for suicide, and clinical tracking requirements and
protocols for those known to be at increased risk of suicide.

3–2. Factors contributing to suicide
Individuals may have difficulty coping with intense feelings or emotions and consider taking drastic measures to deal
with the emotional pain. Strategies to address suicide should include both the mitigation of these intense emotions and
the circumstances which lead to them. Most suicides and suicide attempts are reactions to one or more of the following
intense feelings:

a. Loneliness is an emotional state in which a person experiences powerful feelings of emptiness and spiritual
isolation. Loneliness often stems from feeling disconnected from other people. Loneliness is a feeling of being cut off,
disconnected from the world, and alienated from other people. Strengthening one’s spiritual fitness and building
connections with other people is the key to helping individuals withstand grief and loss. This connection allows
individuals to rebound from severe disappointments of life.

b. Worthlessness is an emotional state in which an individual lacks any feelings of being valued by others.
c. Hopelessness is a strong sense of futility, due to the belief that the future holds no escape from current negative

circumstances. The intensity of this emotion is fed by the belief that no resources exist to bring relief or change the
current perception of reality.
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d. Helplessness is a condition or event where the Soldier thinks that they have no control over their situation and
whatever they do is futile, such as repeated failures, to include failed relationships, and so on.

e. Guilt is a primary emotion experienced by individuals who feel a strong sense of shame associated with actions
they believe are wrong (that is, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ)).

3–3. Life skills and resiliency
a. Resiliency-building programs help Soldiers and Families develop life skills and directly impact the success of

suicide prevention efforts by enhancing protective factors and mitigating stressors at the earliest stages. Life skills
classes are available on a wide variety of subjects to include couples communication, child rearing, money manage-
ment, stress management, conflict resolution, anger management, and problem solving. Commanders at all levels are
encouraged to work with ACS and local agencies to make these classes available to Soldiers and Families.

b. Resiliency is the ability to recover and adapt despite adversity, trauma, illness, changes or misfortunes. Resiliency
means “bouncing back” from difficult situations. Soldier resiliency is a combination of factors including a sense of
belonging in the unit, having inner strength to face adversity and fears, connecting with buddies, maintaining caring
and supportive relationships within and outside the Family, maintaining a positive view of self, having confidence in
strengths and abilities to function as a Soldier, and managing strong feelings and impulses.

c. The following are some adaptive behaviors, thoughts, and actions that can mitigate the negative effects of trauma,
adversity, and emotional stress:

(1) Attend life skills or related training.
(2) Seek out a mentor in which to confide.
(3) Actively and frequently participate in unit activities.
(4) Join social support groups, faith-based organizations and self-help groups.
(5) Recognize, accept, and face fears.
(6) Nurture good relationships with family and close friends which may include counseling.
(7) Learn to regulate your emotions and avoid impulsive behavior.
(8) Maintain realistic optimism. Believe in your ability to survive and function as a good Soldier.
(9) Recognize that no one has the resources to manage all personal problems alone. Practice help seeking behavior

as a sign of strength.
(10) Commit to practices that maintain good physical and behavioral health.
(11) Avoid isolation when faced with stressors.
(12) Develop and maintain spiritual fitness.
d. Programs and services which support resiliency but do not directly fall under suicide prevention are quite varied.

Some of these programs are as follows:
(1) Yellow Ribbon Program/Deployment Cycle Support.
(2) Family Program and Family Assistance Centers.
(3) Prevention Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP) for couples and singles.
(4) Army Emergency Relief Fund.
(5) Army Substance Abuse Program.
(6) Warrior Transition Units.
(7) Employer support of the Guard and Reserve.
(8) Life skills training.
(9) CoPeer to Peer programs.
(10) Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF).

3–4. Stigma reduction
One of the greatest barriers to preventing suicides is a culture that shames Soldiers into believing it is not safe to seek
help. Stigma can render suicide prevention efforts ineffective unless elements are incorporated into the program to
counter these destructive attitudes.

a. Individuals may not seek help because they believe that their problems or behavioral health issues should remain
a secret. Reasons for this may include shame and embarrassment, fear that their careers are affected, concern that
personal issues are exposed, belief that seeking help is a sign of weakness, and a feeling of helplessness and
hopelessness.

b. Keeping personal problems or behavioral health issues a secret can result in the development of depression and
anxiety, compounded stressors, degraded ability to think clearly, difficulty making decisions, thoughts of suicide,
suicidal attempts, and completed suicides.

c. The stigma associated with receiving behavioral health care takes on an added significance in the Army. In
addition to worrying about their careers and suffering embarrassment, Soldiers have the concern that their commander
will discover that they are seeking treatment. Commanders have a legitimate “need to know” about the mental and
physical capabilities of their Soldiers in order to safely and efficiently carry out their mission. However, Soldiers may
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feel they cannot acknowledge the need for help without negatively impacting their careers. To combat the belief that
seeking help is a sign of weakness, commanders are encouraged to reinforce the personal courage it takes to seek
mental health help.

d. We must all reduce actual and perceived stigma of seeking help. Stigma is a cultural issue that will take a
deliberate and focused effort to combat. The key to stigma reduction is leadership emphasis at all levels. Leaders can
accomplish this by:

(1) Eliminating policies that discriminate against Soldiers who receive mental health counseling.
(2) Supporting confidentiality between the Soldier and his/her mental health care provider.
(3) Reviewing policies and procedures that could preclude Soldiers from receiving all necessary and available

assistance.
(4) Educating all Soldiers, Family members, and DA civilians about anxiety, stress, depression, Post Traumatic

Stress Disorder (PTSD), and treatment.
(5) Increasing behavioral health visibility and presence in Soldier areas.
(6) Encouraging help from mental health providers that precludes treatment, similar to critical incident stress

debriefings.
(7) Reinforce the “power” of the buddy system as a support system in times of crisis.
(8) Educate leaders regarding AR 600–63, paragraph 1–24(e) prohibits Soldiers from belittling other Soldiers for

seeking behavioral health care.
(9) Normalize healthy help-seeking behavior through an aggressive strategic communications plan.

3–5. Awareness
a. An essential foundation to the suicide prevention program is communicating key suicide prevention messages to

Soldiers, Leaders, DA civilians, and Families. As a result, the following goals may be achieved:
(1) The subject of suicide is normalized. Soldiers and Families need to feel comfortable discussing suicide and

asking those who are contemplating suicide the tough questions. Individuals need to be aware that they are not alone
and do not need to suffer in isolation and silence.

(2) The seriousness of the problem is highlighted, with specific emphasis on consequences and long-lasting effects
of suicide on the Family members and loved ones who are directly affected.

(3) Stigma is reduced and help-seeking behavior is encouraged.
(4) Warning signs and symptoms are recognized. Individuals struggling with thoughts of suicide may be identified.
(5) The ACE model is used to intervene with someone who may be at risk of suicide.
(6) Soldiers are encouraged to take responsibility for their buddy. The “battle buddy” system is reinforced as a way

to emphasize Army Values at the personal level.
(7) Soldiers, Families, and DA civilians are informed of helping resources available to them.
(8) Training opportunities and events are announced and individuals participate in local community activities.
(9) Soldier and leader responsibilities for suicide prevention in the Army are emphasized.
(10) Involvement in resiliency building activities is encouraged to promote well being for the whole Soldier –

physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing.
b. Awareness communication can take many forms. A large selection of materials is available through the United

States Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventative Medicine (USACHPPM) and the Suicide Prevention
Resource Center (SPRC).

(1) Commanders at all levels may wish to produce their own materials, especially for inclusion in unit newsletters or
newspapers. It is important to coordinate with subject matter experts, public affairs offices and local community health
services for accuracy and appropriateness of content of the information in unit newsletters. Media items may be
published prior to periods or events that are likely to produce a higher than normal incident of suicide (for example, the
summer moving months of July and August have a higher incidence of suicide).

(2) Printed media may include posters, brochures, tip cards, command newsletters/newspapers, and magazines.
Briefings, trainings, stand downs, chain teachings, and command messages given during formations are great ways for
leaders to communicate key suicide prevention messages. Other methods include static displays, films, day/week/month
observances, media events, opportunities to participate in local events, and strategic communication plans.

(3) The Army routinely observes Suicide Prevention Week in conjunction with the National Suicide Prevention
Week, and the World Suicide Prevention Day. The Army usually observes Suicide Prevention Month in the same
month in which the national observance falls (September). This ensures that all Soldiers are able to participate
throughout the Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) cycle.

3–6. Strategic Communication Plan
A Strategic Communication Plan is designed to increase awareness regarding programs, training, and resources
available to assist in suicide prevention. Every effort must be made to decrease the stigma associated with seeking
behavioral health treatment, thereby reducing suicides and suicidal behaviors. The SPTF should work with the local
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public affairs office to develop and distribute a yearly strategic communication plan which includes the following
elements:

a. A standardized marketing program that creates awareness of the existence, nature and availability of all Army
health promotion, risk reduction and suicide prevention products, and services. This includes standardized delivery of
resultant communications and metrics to measure awareness of products and services by Soldiers and their Families.

b. A cohesive, coordinated effort to build and maintain a continuum of awareness at the local level, in conjunction
with prescribed training and awareness that should be updated on at least an annual basis and at a minimum will
include the following points:

(1) Purpose/issue.
(2) Public/command information (theme).
(3) Engagement strategy.
(4) Strategic context.
(5) Overarching theme/overarching messages.
(6) Key talking points.
(7) Desired effects.
c. The use of public service-type announcements/commercials using leaders and/or celebrities with a message

encouraging help seeking behaviors and suicide intervention practices.
d. Publication and promotion of existing military and civilian crisis hot line numbers in local media and resource

materials.
e. Publication and internet availability of articles on stress, depression, Family violence and abuse, substance abuse,

and the identification of agencies that can help.
f. Publication and dissemination of a list of online resources for information and support.
g. Tailored community awareness activities that have been evaluated by the SPTF.
h. Annual Army-wide guidance and recommended activities for observance of Suicide Prevention Week for Active

Component (AC); and Month for Reserve Component (RC).
i. Formally scheduled, regular health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention observances/activities.
j. Clear and consistent key messages that include the following:
(1) Suicide prevention is critical in the Army.
(2) Suicide prevention is about Soldiers taking care of Soldiers. In the Army, we always take care of our battle

buddies.
(3) Taking care of our own is part of our culture and ethos.
(4) Everyone in the Army Family needs to be involved in suicide prevention.
(5) We are committed to decreasing stigma, improving access to care, and incorporating suicide prevention training

into all training programs.
(6) World class training and resources are available to assist Soldiers, Families, and Army DA civilians.
(7) The loss of a Soldier’s life is a tragedy regardless of the reason.
(8) The goal is to provide Soldiers and their Families the best available support to overcome stressors.

3–7. Intervention
a. Intervention attempts to prevent a life crisis or mental disorder from leading to suicidal behavior, and includes

managing suicidal thoughts that may arise. At its most basic level, intervention may simply include listening, showing
empathy, and escorting a person to a helping agency. This is something that can be done by any Soldier, Family
member, or DA civilian with minimal training at the unit level. Army approved training for this level includes
CHPPM’s suicide prevention training programs for Soldiers, leaders, Families, and DA civilians.

b. Intervention may also include the use of more advanced skills by trained personnel who are capable of providing
a greater level of crisis intervention, screening, care, and referral. Junior leaders may receive training in peer-to-peer
intervention that will give added skills, knowledge, and confidence to intervene in a crisis. This training can take many
forms from specified suicide intervention training to broader crisis intervention training. The approved Army program
for Peer Suicide Intervention Training is the 3 hour ACE Peer Suicide Intervention Training developed by CHPPM. An
even greater level of intervention is provided by formally trained gatekeepers. Primary gatekeepers can be chaplains,
Family Advocacy Program workers, and medical providers whose primary duties involve assisting people who are
more susceptible to suicidal ideation. Secondary gatekeepers are personnel who by the nature of their job may come in
contact with a person at risk. These can include Military Police, Inspectors General, Red Cross staff members, and first
line supervisors. Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training is the Army-approved training for gatekeepers.

c. The loss of a family member, especially the loss of a child due to suicide, is perhaps the most difficult form of
death for survivors to accept. On top of their grief over the death of a loved one, families of suicide victims often
experience shame, humiliation, and embarrassment. Other common reactions are fear, denial, anger, and guilt, all of
which combine to produce one of the most difficult crisis a family will ever experience. At these times the complete
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resources of the military community must be mobilized to assist the family. The ASPP will make explicit provisions
for assisting families who have experienced such a loss to the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations.

(1) Risk factors and warning signs. Individuals who are frequently in close contact with others are often in the best
position to identify persons at risk if they know the risk factors and warning signs. Individuals can include leaders,
Family members, buddies, close friends, and coworkers. Recognizing risk factors and warning signs are a common part
of awareness and intervention training.

(a) Certain factors increase one’s risk for suicide. Some risk factors include the following:
1. Failed intimate relationship or relationship strain.
2. Previous suicide attempts.
3. Family history of suicide, suicide attempts, depression, or other psychiatric illness.
4. Depression and/or history of PTSD or other mental illness.
5. Significant loss (death of loved one, loss due to natural disasters, and so on).
6. Poor social skills to include difficulty interacting with others (social isolation).
7. Drug or alcohol abuse.
8. Violence in the home or social environment.
9. Access to means of suicide (particularly, handguns in the home).
10. Current/pending disciplinary or legal actions (Article15, UCMJ).
11. Serious medical problems or physical illness.
12. Work related problems.
13. Excessive debt.
14. Severe, prolonged, and/or perceived unmanageable stress.
(b) Suicide can be prevented. While some suicides occur without any obvious warning, most individuals who are

suicidal do give warning signs. Warning signs of suicide include the following:
1. Noticeable changes in eating/sleeping habits and personal hygiene.
2. Talking/hinting about suicide, expressing a strong wish to die, or a desire to kill someone else.
3. Obsession with death (for example: in music, poetry, artwork).
4. Change in mood (for example: depression, irritability, rage, anger).
5. Isolation and withdrawal from social situations. Increased alcohol and/or drug use or abuse.
6. Giving away possessions or disregard for what happens to possessions/suddenly making a will.
7. Feeling sad, depressed, hopeless, anxious, psychic pain or inner tension.
8. Finalizing personal affairs.
9. Themes of death in letters and notes.
10. Problems with girlfriend/boyfriend or spouse.
11. Soldier experiencing financial problems or in trouble for misconduct (Article 15, UCMJ, and so on.)
12. Sudden or impulsive purchase of a firearm or obtaining other means of killing oneself such as poisons,

medications.
(2) Widespread promotion of suicide prevention and general crisis hotlines provide a confidential means for

S o l d i e r s ,  F a m i l i e s ,  a n d  D A  c i v i l i a n s  t o  r e a c h  o u t  f o r  h e l p  i n  a  n o n - t h r e a t e n i n g  w a y .  M i l i t a r y  O n e  S o u r c e
(1–800–342–9647) is a general crisis intervention with professional health providers with Master’s degrees. There is
also an option that is sponsored by the Veterans Administration (VA) for callers to talk directly with a veteran’s
representative if that is their preference.

d. Screening is an important part of prevention and intervention. Since areas such as sexual assault, substance abuse,
domestic violence, depression, and PTSD are significant contributors to suicidal ideation, collaboration with subject
matter experts in these fields is crucial, especially when screening Soldiers. Screening can be done in person, online or
made available as a self assessment. These can be used to target specific populations who may be at higher risk due to
recent crisis events or as a matter of routine before, during, and after times of expected higher stress. It is important
that all screening includes referral to appropriate resources and, where possible, a tracking mechanism for follow up of
high risk individuals.

(1) The PDHA is normally completed at the demobilization station, not to exceed 30 days after re-deployment. The
PDHRA is completed 90-180 days after that, during the 3- to 6-month time period after return from deployment,
ideally at the three to four month mark. The reassessment is scheduled for completion before the end of 180 days after
return so that Reserve Component members have the option of treatment using their TRICARE health benefit. These
are completed and involve a face to face session with referrals where necessary. Leaders should support Soldiers and
DA civilians by providing encouragement to follow through with referrals, coordinating transportation, and time off
during the duty day, and helping identify appropriate resources.

(2) Assessments for people entering programs such as Substance Abuse Counseling, Child and Family Services,
Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, Social Work Services, and behavioral health should include questions to help
assess for risk of suicide.
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(3) Self screening is available through various sites on the internet to help assess for depression, bi-polar disorder,
anxiety disorders, post traumatic stress, suicide, and other issues. This information is available at http://mental-
healthscreening.org/military is a site sponsored by the Department of Defense through the Mental Health Self Assess-
ment Program (MHSAP). Most sites provide recommendations and referral, and some will even connect at-risk
individuals directly with helping professionals.

e. The ACE is the Army approved model for peer intervention and provides an easy to remember acronym that any
Soldier, Leader, Family member, or DA civilian can use. Training in the use of ACE is available through the many
products produced by the CHPPM. These include Suicide Prevention for Soldiers, Leaders, Families, DA civilians, and
the ACE Peer Intervention Training. Other products reinforce the use of ACE to include Beyond the Front interactive
video simulation and the Shoulder to Shoulder video.

(1) Ask.
(a) Take threats seriously. Trust your suspicions as some warning signs may be subtle. Do not ignore cries for help.
(b) Confront the problem directly. Ask the question and stay calm, for example, “Are you thinking of killing

yourself?,” “Do you want to die?,” “Do you wish you were dead?,” “Have you thought of how you would kill
yourself?.”

(c) Talk openly about suicide. Don’t be afraid to discuss suicide with the person. Be willing to listen and allow the
person to express feelings. Don’t make moral judgments, act shocked, or make light of the situation. Don’t try to
minimize the problem. Trying to convince a person it’s not that bad or they have everything to live for may only
increase their feeling of guilt and hopelessness.

(2) Care.
(a) Care for the person. They may be in pain. Persons who attempt suicide most often feel alone, worthless, and

unloved. You can help by letting them know that they are not alone, that you are always there for them to talk to. By
assuring the person that help is available, you are throwing them a lifeline.

(b) Remove any means that could be used for self-injury.
(c) Active listening may produce relief.
(d) Calmly control the situation; do not use force.
(e) Encourage the person to seek help voluntarily. Do not force the person.
(f) Reassure the person that help is available, depression is treatable, and that suicidal feelings are normally

temporary.
(3) Escort.
(a) Never leave the person alone.
(b) Escort the person to an emergency room, chain of command, chaplain, behavioral health professional, or primary

care provider.
(c) Emergency rooms and urgent care rooms are the primary 24–hour crisis intervention facilities on most Army

installations and in most communities.
(d) Sometimes it is necessary to refer directly to the person’s primary care manager to get a referral to a behavioral

health provider.
(e) Never try to force someone to get help. Law enforcement and medical personnel should be summoned to the

scene if the individual declines assistance.
f. Standardized qualification of suicide prevention trainers—
(1) ACE Certification—
(a) The ACE trainer is certified to instruct the Army Suicide Intervention Program and to provide ACE suicide

intervention as needed. The ACE Warrior is certified to provide suicide intervention as needed.
(b) UASCHPPM Mobil Training Team is available to train installation UMTs in the ACE (Train the Trainer

Model). This training certifies the UMT to train trainers who in turn train Soldiers, DA civilians, and Family Members
in ACE suicide intervention.

(2) Standardized qualifications for other suicide intervention skills training will be provided by the DCS, G–1, as
required.

g. The unit watch program is designed to complement the guidance established in DODD 6490.1 and DODI 6490.4
The unit watch program must ensure—

(1) Positive control of the Soldier, especially during periods of transition from unit events to other appointments.
(2) Soldiers under watch are escorted at all times, and not left alone or unsupervised.
(3) Those entrusted to conduct unit watch are thoroughly briefed on the importance of being with the Soldier at all

times.
(4) While in unit watch status, the Soldier receives close follow up by behavioral health.
(5) That no unnecessary measures are enacted which bring undue attention, shame, or humiliation upon the Soldier.
h. Special considerations.
(1) Soldiers pending UCMJ action. Commanders, military law enforcement and Judge Advocates should develop
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procedures to mitigate risk factors during investigations, adjudication, and other adverse actions. Soldiers pending
UCMJ become high risk and they should be supported during and after proceedings.

(2) An encounter with a suicidal person can be a deeply emotional experience, especially when someone is not
trained to provide assistance or has limited experience with people in crisis. In these situations, it is important to
process the experience with someone trained and knowledgeable.

(3) Although a person may think he/she wants to die, he/she has an innate will to live, and is more likely hoping to
be rescued. Probing for ambivalence can be an effective way to break through the desire to die and convince someone
to voluntarily get help.

(4) Care should be taken when referring both active duty and non-active duty Soldiers to civilian resources. This
could set them up for increased financial stress due to medical bills they may not have resources to cover. Never
assume that the Army will pay without confirming it through the Soldiers chain of command beforehand.

(5) Leaders play an important role in ensuring the crisis has been mitigated and that conditions which produced the
current crisis have been addressed. Healthcare providers may provide treatment to reduce ideation and behavior, but it
is the leaders on the ground that are in a position to work with the Soldier to resolve situational issues and develop
strategies to prevent them from developing to crisis level again. Leaders must be careful to not presume a threat has
passed simply because there are no immediate concerns.

(6) Use of social networking technologies are popular means used today to communicate important personal
information. Although these sites are not normally authorized access for government computers, when available they
can be great resources for information on the well being of our Soldiers. Leaders can stay tuned to the personal lives of
Soldiers and their Families, to include identifying warning signs that someone may be in crisis. Leveraging these types
of generational communication may help to accelerate identification and response time to prevent suicide.

Chapter 4
Postvention

4–1. General
Postvention consists of a sequence of planned support and interventions carried out with survivors in the aftermath of a
completed suicide or suicide attempt. Postvention is prevention for survivors. The goal of suicide postvention is to
support those affected by a suicide or attempt, promote healthy recovery, reduce the possibility of suicide contagion,
strengthen unit cohesion, and promote continued mission readiness.

a. When implementing a Postvention program, commanders will do the following:
(1) Provide long term support to Families, unit members, and co-workers who experience loss due to suicide. Care

can be provided via external services and outreach programs including civilian services for grief and recovery (that is,
Department of Veterans Affairs Bereavement Counseling, Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS), Survivor
Outreach Services (SOS)).

(2) Participate with the Casualty Assistance Officer to meet and talk with the immediate Family.
(3) Request support of the SRT to assist in coordinating and leveraging support and services (See chap 2, for

specific roles and responsibilities of the SRT).
b. Postvention activities include unit-level interventions following an attempted or completed suicidal in order to

minimize psychological reactions to the event, prevent or minimize the potential for copy cat suicides, strengthen unit
cohesion, and promote continued mission readiness. Postvention activities may include the following:

(1) Provide care for a Soldier who has expressed suicidal ideation or has attempted suicide. Commanders should
ensure that Soldiers receive help navigating the health care/behavioral health care system to receive appropriate care.
Consider the following resources when assisting Soldiers: The Veteran’s Administration, Military OneSource, chap-
lains, crisis hotline contact numbers, behavioral health staff members, Army Substance Abuse Program staff members.

(2) Provide care to the Family of those individuals who have attempted or completed suicide. Ensure Family
members stay connected to a support system. Department of Veterans Affairs Bereavement Counseling is now being
offered to parents, spouses, and children of Armed Forces personnel who died in the service of their country. Also
eligible are Family members of Reservists and National Guardsmen who die while on duty. The TAPS, http://www.
taps.org/, is a nationwide support organization for anyone connected with the military that has experienced the loss of a
loved one. The SOS is available for survivors of Soldiers who died during any National conflict, whether or not the
death was combat-related.

(3) Provide care to the friends of someone who has attempted or completed suicide. The command must proactively
address the situation and provide an outlet for those affected to express and process their emotions. Ensure each Soldier
in the unit is notified of a death and given the information and command support to attend the funeral. Have a chaplain
or behavioral health provider available to address the Soldiers as a group and be available to Soldiers who need to talk
further. Specifically identify Soldiers who were close to the deceased and have an appropriate person in their chain of
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command offer support. In the aftermath of a suicide, promote the idea that the outcome of a crisis need not be suicide.
There are other alternatives.

(4) Educate leaders on the importance of the buddy system.
(5) Honor the Soldier and support the disposition of remains. Funeral honors are an important part of the healing

process for fellow Soldiers of the deceased and Family members.
(6) Collect and communicate suicide data for lessons learned, trend analysis, and to enhance quality of care.

4–2. Army suicide behavior surveillance
Army suicide behavior surveillance is a critical postvention activity which includes the collection of informational data
about suicide behavior by all components. In conjunction with Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, G–1, ASPP, the
CHPPM will analyze informational data about suicide behavior in order to provide an ongoing statistical understanding
about the problem, identify behavioral health trends, and formulate lessons learned. The DCS, G–1 ASPP will develop
strategies to distribute lessons learned back down to commanders in a timely manner.

a. The DODSER will be completed for all fatalities, hospitalizations, and evacuations of Active Duty Soldiers where
the injury or injurious intent is self-directed, in accordance with AR 600–63, paragraph 4–4. The DODSER (Army
version formerly called the Army Suicide Event Report – (ASER)) was developed to examine the causes and
circumstances of suicide behaviors among military personnel. The DODSER standardizes the data collected on all
suicide events. It is an integral part of the Army’s Suicide Prevention Program. The DODSER does not replace the
psychological autopsy, which is used when the manner of death is uncertain. Each Medical Treatment Facility
Commander will designate a behavioral health professional to complete the DODSER and submit to the following
secure Web site: https://abhto.amedd.army.mil/dodser.

b. Psychological autopsies may be requested by the Armed Forces Medical Examiner (AFME) and/or the Criminal
Investigation Command (CID) on Active Duty deaths under special circumstances, in accordance with AR 600–63,
paragraph 4–4. Additionally, the senior commander may request a psychological autopsy through CID. The psychologi-
cal autopsy is a forensic investigative tool that is used to confirm or refute the death of an individual by suicide. It is
not to be confused with gathering of information for suicide event surveillance for epidemiological purposes. Specifi-
cally, psychological autopsies assist in ascertaining the manner of death; and will primarily be used to resolve cases
where there is an equivocal cause of death; that is, death cannot be readily established as natural, accidental, a suicide,
or a homicide. Some examples might include a single car motor accident or incidents involving unusual or suspicious
circumstances, such as deaths due to substance abuse or resulting from apparently unintentional, self-inflicted gunshot
wounds. Subjects for investigation include all Active Army Soldiers and any active member of other Armed Forces of
the United States assigned or attached to an Army unit or installation. (See app B for an example of psychological
autopsy questions/categories.)

c. For all completed and attempted suicides:
(1) Ensure the disclosure of medical information to non-medical entities conforms to confidentiality laws; and

appropriate protocols for information sharing are followed. The type and amount of information disclosed is based on
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) confidentiality laws.

(2) Ensure appropriate protocols for information sharing are followed.
(3) Ensure the quality improvement/quality assessment program performs root cause analysis on all deaths that

occur within 31 days of last scheduled medical appointment.
(4) Liaise with local law enforcement, coroners, and medical examiners to document the death determination and to

collect epidemiological data regarding off-post suspected suicides of Reserve Component Soldiers.
(5) Ensure AR 15–6 investigations are completed on all suicides (AR 600–63, chap 1).
d. Other investigative information available as part of the postvention process includes—
(1) AR 15–6: Commands from all components will conduct an AR 15–6 investigation on every suicide or equivocal

death which is being investigated as a possible suicide. Commands from all components will conduct an AR 15–6
investigation on every suicide or equivocal death which is being investigated as a possible suicide. (See AR 600–63,
chap 1 for commander responsibilities.)

(2) The CID conducts investigations on Active Duty equivocal deaths to determine if criminal activity was involved.
For non-active duty deaths, CID has limited legal authority to conduct investigations, but can leverage professional
relationships to liaise with local authorities where appropriate under the guidelines of AR 195–2 to support local
commanders in obtaining police reports, coroner’s reports, and death certificates.

(3) The LODs are conducted on all deaths of Soldiers who at the time of death were on Active Duty, in an IDT
status, or where the death is suspected to be connected to a previous duty incident. The LODs are conducted in
accordance with AR 600–8–4. (See AR 600–63, para 4–4 and AR 600–8-24, para 4–13.)
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Chapter 5
Geographically–Dispersed Soldiers

5–1. Geographically-dispersed Soldiers
Geographically-dispersed Soldiers and their Families have challenges to access services related to health promotion,
risk reduction, and suicide prevention. Active Duty Soldiers and their Families who cannot easily access an installation
are in danger of becoming isolated from critical support services normally available to them. Lack of entitlements for
Army Reserve and Army National Guard Soldiers limit access to many services readily available to the active force. It
is important for commands of geographically-dispersed Soldiers to implement strategies to leverage non-installation
based services available at the national, State, and local levels to ensure Soldiers have appropriate support regardless of
their location. Some of these resources are as follows:

a. TRICARE Remote. Soldiers on active duty orders for more that 30 days, and their Families, can utilize benefits at
approved local clinics. Information can be found at http://www.military.com/benefits/tricare/tricare-prime/tricare-prime-
remote-overview. Respective TRICARE representatives can clarify benefits and help locate appropriate services.

b. Memorandums of agreement. Many state and county mental health organizations can provide services to Soldiers
and their Families free of charge or on a sliding fee scale through memorandum of agreement (MOAs) established with
state JFHQs.

c. Military OneSource (MOS). Specifically geared to serve geographically dispersed Soldiers and Families, MOS at
www.militaryonesource.com provides resources and support 24 hours a day, seven days a week, on a wide variety of
subjects. Among available services are consultations on child care and relocation, translation services in more than 140
languages, up to 12 professional counseling sessions, educational materials and web based interactive media. Services
are provided by the Department of Defense at no cost to all Service members, active duty, National Guard and
Reserve, and their Families.

d. Family assistance centers. There are 325 family assistance centers (FACs) hosted by the National Guard and are
strategically placed in local communities in every state for use by military members and their Families regardless of
Service or component. Families can find the FAC closest to them by accessing www.myarmyonesource.com and
clicking on “Family Programs and Services” (on the left side of the screen), then “Family Programs,” and then “Soldier
Family Assistance Center.” In addition, Warrior Family Assistance Centers (WFAC) supports Army Reserve Soldiers
and Families. Information can be obtained at www.arfp.org/wfac.

e. Several national non-profit organizations reach out to communities nationwide on behalf of Soldiers and their
Families.

f. Online resources provide another avenue to reach geographically-dispersed Soldiers and their Families. Web-based
services that support health promotion, risk reduction and suicide prevention are accessible from any geographical
location with a web connection. A partial list of important Web sites is in appendix D of this DA Pam.

5–2. Case management for high-risk Soldiers
Case Management for high-risk Soldiers in the Reserve Components is available in many instances by the State
Director of Psychological Health.

5–3. Collaboration
a. Active, Guard, and Reserve components should collaborate in order to take care of Soldiers and Families in

geographically remote areas. Active Army recruiters may be located far from installation-based services and yet be
within easy reach of services available to Reserve Component Soldiers. The opposite may also be true.

b. Just as the Army Reserve is regionally based and the National Guard is state based, so also are many of the
community services that would benefit our Soldiers. The Reserve and the Guard should work together to leverage these
resources. The ASCCs/ACOMs/DRUs will work to harness regionally based services that would be available to all
components, and the state JFHQs can in return, do the same for state based services. Developing MOAs to expand
availability of services across components will ensure maximum coverage for all Soldiers.

5–4. National, State, and local support
a. There are many national, State, and local services available for geographically dispersed Solders and their

Families. The SPTFs should develop a well thought out and deliberate Strategic Communications Plan to communicate
important suicide prevention messages and provide listings of available services and how to access them.

b. The geographically dispersed live outside of exposure to installation-based mass media campaigns. To effectively
reach them, communication should be through means relevant to the location and situation of the target audience.
Communication channels may include e–mail, unit newsletters, mass mailings, Armory bulletin boards, command
letters, organizational Web sites, and printed media.

c. A list of available prevention, intervention, and postvention resources can be found in appendix D of this DA
Pam.
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5–5. Suicide incident reporting
There are challenges in suicide incident reporting for geographically dispersed Soldiers, especially those in the Reserve
Components. State and local ordinances vary regarding release of police reports, coroner’s reports, and vital statistical
records such as death certificates. These ordinances can be very restrictive and have the potential to limit the Army’s
ability to gather data and confirm means of death. Confusion on applying HIPAA and privacy laws also can restrict
information gathering. Implementing the following strategies can help to alleviate some of these situations.

a. The SPTF should create memorandums of agreement with local authorities for sharing of documents and
information when a Soldier dies.

b. Acquire death certificates from the military personnel office which processes Soldier Group Life Insurance
(SGLI) claims for survivors.

c. Integrate a representative into suicide prevention and behavioral health councils to build and leverage professional
contacts.

d. Initiate a relationship with the state coroner’s office to solicit aid in acquiring documentation.
e. Solicit help from CID to liaison with local authorities to obtain documentation.

5–6. Suicide Prevention Month
The Army will observe suicide prevention month in September as an expansion to the designated National Suicide
Prevention Week. This will allow leaders in all components to highlight suicide prevention and impact all Soldiers.

Chapter 6
Deployment

6–1. Introduction
a. When Soldiers and DA civilians are deployed, it is vital that continental United States (CONUS)-based suicide

prevention program efforts are continued so that complete coverage can be maintained from garrison to theater and
back to garrison.

b. Deployment can cause unique stress for Soldiers and DA civilians and, therfore, requires due vigilance on the part
of the command to ensure the health and safety of all assigned personnel. During challenging missions in austere
environments, the state of mental health of the individual Soldier and DA civilian may unintentionally get overlooked.
Considerable effort must be made to maintain care and treatment for Soldiers at risk.

6–2. Deployment cycle support
a. The deployment cycle support (DCS) requirements provided by DCS, G–1 mandate suicide prevention training

for six of the seven stages of the deployment cycle. These include suicide prevention training for Soldiers, DA
civilians, leaders (per DCS Directive 02-2007), and gatekeepers. Specific training to meet these requirements is
identified at http://www.armyG-1.army.mil/dcs/default.asp. Commanders are encouraged to increase the number of
Soldiers, leaders, and DA civilians trained in advanced intervention skills during the pre-deployment phase. This will
provide the commander with expanded ability to monitor Soldiers and DA civilians before, during, and after periods of
higher stress and exposure to combat-related events. It is especially useful during the deployment stage when units or
individuals are away from CONUS, at Outside the Continental United States (OCONUS) installations, and in the
designated Theater. Other applicable products are the 3-hour ACE (peer) Suicide Intervention Program and the suicide
intervention training as approved by the DCS, G–1.

b. During deployment, one period of high susceptibility for suicide may be around mid-term leave, periods of rest
and relaxation, or emergency leave. It is important that Soldiers and DA civilians are presented with suicide prevention
training in anticipation of and upon return from these periods of down time. It would also be beneficial for leaders to
interview Soldiers and DA civilians regarding expectations, problems back home, and any anticipated stressors they
may face during this down time. This interview time could provide opportunities for intervention to support the Soldier
and DA civilian to mitigate risk. It will also help to highlight issues for the command to monitor upon the Soldier’s
return.

6–3. Family Support during the deployment cycle support process
a. Families are just as susceptible as Soldiers to higher levels of stress during deployment. Each phase of the cycle

presents its own unique stressors. DCS is a comprehensive process that ensures that Soldiers, DA civilians, and their
Families are better prepared and sustained throughout the deployment cycle. Services for DA civilians and Families are
integrated in every stage of the process and they are highly encouraged to take advantage of available resources.

b. Operation READY Pre-Deployment BATTLEMIND Training for Spouses, and an accompanying brochure are
provided during the Train-Up/Preparation stages of the DCS. Also, Operation READY Post-Deployment BAT-
TLEMIND Training for Spouses, and Operation READY Reunion and Reintegration Training to Families of re-
deploying Soldiers and DA civilians are provided during the re-deployment and post-deployment stages of the DCS.
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c. Although there are no formal requirements to train Families in suicide prevention during the deployment cycle, it
is important to equip them with skills to recognize the warning signs, seek help for themselves, and to intervene with a
Family member. It can be beneficial to provide suicide prevention training to Families during times when they are
anticipating the departure of the Soldier, during the long separation, and during the stressful time of reintegration. This
training should address the needs of the spouse and children, if applicable (for married Soldiers) and parents,
boyfriends, and girlfriends of single Soldier.

Chapter 7
Family Member Suicide Prevention

7–1. Introduction
Family member suicide prevention program is based on existing military and civilian Family and social service
resources as well as new and innovative programs. Family members as defined by Defense Eligibility Enrollment
Reporting System (DEERS) are entitled to and receive the same services and treatment as their military sponsor.
Among these resources are chaplains and chaplain assistants, behavioral and mental health specialists, substance abuse
counselors, social workers, and TRICARE services. Subject matter experts in various disciplines and organizations
provide suicide prevention support. Family members may seek help independently or use their sponsor’s chain of
command to initiate their request for suicide prevention services and for assistance at any point during the period of
need.

7–2. Education awareness services
Education awareness information and/or services are available from any of the following:

a. Military OneSource (MOS) – is the Defense Department’s one-stop, web-based resource for service or Family
members at www.militaryonesource.com. Military OneSource connects users around the world to service-specific
support through a central portal available 24 hours a day. Military OneSource is an internet web-based service that
includes up to 12 face-to-face, web-based or telephonic counseling sessions. Military OneSource consultants are
professionally qualified with a minimum of a Master’s degree in social work or a counseling discipline. Military One
Source will provide referrals to professional civilian counselors for assistance in CONUS Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Outside the continental United States, face-to-face counseling is provided via existing
MTF services. Services are available on-demand in more than 100 languages.

b. Army OneSource (AOS) – can be reached through Military OneSource, or directly at www.myArmyOneSource.
com. It is a service designed to provide round-the-clock information and referrals to Soldiers and their immediate
Families, as well as to deployed DA civilians and their Families. Through the Web site, AOS can provide information
on the closest military resource for services regardless of your geographic location or Army Component. AOS ensures
that a standard of baseline services are provided to all Soldiers and Family members wherever they are located.
Information and services that are available to all Army Components include referral to counseling services, childcare
referrals, financial assistance, and referral to TRICARE services.

c. The Army Community Service (ACS) FAP helps strengthen Family relationships through education and preven-
tion tactics. The program is dedicated to enhancing individual coping skills and alleviating the underlying causes of
unhealthy stress associated with Family violence. The FAP provides prevention education services to restore and
maintain healthy relationships, while respecting customer confidentiality. The ACS will assist with referrals for
additional support, as needed.

d. Other resources include Military Family Life Consultants (MFLC) as clinical providers (section 7–3), Chaplains
(section 7–4), the ASAP (AR 600–85), and local law enforcement authorities.

7–3. Family life support
Family support services and education can be accessed through the sponsor’s chain of command or any of the
following:

a. The MFLC Program:
(1) The MFLCs are licensed clinical providers who provide counseling services to address issues that occur across

the military lifestyle and help Service members and their Families cope with normal reactions to the stressful/adverse
situations created by deployments and reintegration. The MFLC program provides anonymous, confidential, situational,
short-term, non-medical, problem-solving counseling to all Army Component members and their Families, to augment
existing military support programs. Soldiers and Families are entitled to 12 face-to-face counseling sessions at no cost.
The MFLCs are licensed clinicians with Masters Degrees or PhDs and at least 5 years experience in social work,
counseling, or a related clinical discipline. Consultants are trained on military specific topics including a basic
orientation to the deployment cycle, military culture, and the chain of command.

(2) The MFLCs assist Service Members and their Families with issues they may face through the cycle of
deployment – from leaving their loved ones and possibly living and working in harm’s way, to reintegrating with the
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community and Family. The MFLCs provide support for a range of issues including relationships, crisis intervention,
stress management, grief, victim support services, psycho-education, occupational, and other individual and Family
issues. Psycho-educational presentations on reunion/reintegration, stress/coping, grief/loss, and deployment are given to
commands, Family Readiness Groups (FRGs), Soldier Readiness Processing and other requested locations. MFLC
support is also provided through child, youth and school services.

(3) The MFLCs deliver counseling services in flexible formats to meet the diverse needs of the military community.
Services can be delivered onsite, telephonically, or online. Mobile services are routinely delivered throughout the
United States. Units that return from deployment may request MFLC through ACS.

b. Other Family support training includes the following:
(1) Child development and parenting classes.
(2) Communication skills workshops.
(3) Assertiveness training.
(4) Stress management training.
(5) Financial management assistance.

7–4. Chaplain support
Religious support is available through any Army Chaplain. In addition to standard religious and pastoral services,
chaplains also facilitate the Strong Bonds programs focused on developing and maintaining strong relationships.

a. Army Chaplains initiated Strong Bonds, a comprehensive relationship skills training program. Chaplains support
the importance of Army Families and the effectiveness of their Soldiers and recognize that Soldiers with strong
relationships make better Soldiers. Strong Bonds is a sharply focused prevention-oriented program available to Active
Component, National Guard, Army Reserve Soldiers, and their Families. Strong Bonds has programs for single
Soldiers, couples, and Families.

(1) Strong Bonds for single Soldiers focuses on the skills for building and maintaining great relationships.
(2) Strong Bonds for couples focuses on strengthening the marital bond, giving couples the tools and information

they need for better communication, relationship building, and problem solving.
(3) Strong Bonds for Families gives both adults and their children the relationship bonding skills and information

necessary to thrive during the transition of mobilization, deployments, and temporary duty.
(4) Strong Bonds for Deployment and Mobilization offers Reserve Component Soldiers, their spouses, and their

children the skills necessary to reunite and bond upon returning home.
b. All Strong Bonds programs are led by chaplains in comfortable and relaxing retreat settings using relevant and

meaningful practical exercises.

Chapter 8
Database/Information Sharing

8–1. Introduction
The Army routinely collects and analyzes suicide-related data on the risk factors surrounding suicidal behavior to
inform the development and/or sustainment of effective strategies to reduce suicides and suicide attempts. It is
important that commanders have access to this timely and accurate information in order to identify or mitigate
emerging situations before they become critical. The information system regarding health promotion, risk reduction and
suicide prevention is constantly changing and all agencies should take advantage of the latest technological solutions
for information transmission and dissemination, whenever possible. Responsible agents should ensure that information
identified here is sent and received by the most expedient means possible (Directive Type Memorandum 07-015-USD
(P&R) – “DOD Social Security (SSN) Reduction Plan”). The Suicide Comprehensive Database must follow applicable
requirements under the Privacy Act to ensure an individual’s Personal Identifiable Information (PII) is protected (AR
600–63, para 1–24(s). The DODSER Program Manager for the Army supports the Army enterprise by collecting a
DODSER on every active duty suicide. The DODSER Program Manager will assist in the completion of an annual
DODSER Report (AR 600–63, para 4–4). If a commander has any questions regarding who has a need to know, they
should contact the servicing judge advocate before sharing any information (AR 600–63, para 1–24r).

8–2. Prevention
Soldier Risk Reduction Program Commanders should use the information and data in the Risk Reduction Program
developed by the Army Center for Substance Abuse Programs. The Risk Reduction Program incorporates data from 21
high-risk factors and is provided to commanders on a quarterly basis. Commanders get a snapshot of the areas of risk
in the battalion and can match that risk against total Army rates.
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8–3. Intervention
a. Records sharing is one important key to intervention in the chain of events which may mitigate risk factors

associated with suicide.
b. Continuity of Records – Soldiers enrolled in behavioral health will utilize and implement in- and out-processing

procedures. If identified at risk during in and out processing, the installation or garrison normally refers the person at
risk immediately and ensures the person at risk is escorted to the nearest medical for assessment. This information
should only be shared with the respective behavioral health and/or substance abuse treatment facility. Soldiers being
referred will NOT have their medical records accompany their DCS Checklist in any circumstance to prevent a HIPPA
Act violation. This will ensure a verifiable exchange of information for individuals receiving care. Continuity of
support services will occur through such exchange of information from the losing installation to the gaining installa-
tion. If Soldiers conduct a permanent change of station (PCS) while engaged in a treatment program, they will have
their behavioral health and/or substance abuse treatment information transferred to the gaining treatment facility in
accordance with AR 600–85, paragraph 14–3c(3)(b) and AR 40–66, paragraph 8–6a.

c. Accessions and Separations – To integrate Soldier medical processes [administrative separations, Military One
Source, Medical Retention Board (MMRB), Medical Evaluation Board (MEB), Physical Evaluation Board (PEB),
disciplinary actions, Warrior Transition Unit (WTU) referrals, and so on, appropriate administrators will integrate
relevant information to commanders and “helping agencies” (for example, law enforcement, ACS, the Army Substance
Abuse Program) who have a “need-to-know.” (AR 600–85, chap 14).

d. Substance Abuse – The Drug and Alcohol Management Information System (DAMIS) is used by The Army
Center for Substance Abuse (ACSAP) and ASAP field sites to record all urinalysis, patient, and program management
information concerning the ASAP. The database consolidates all of the Army’s drug and alcohol-related data. This
system can be used to identify Soldiers with recent or prolonged histories of drug and alcohol abuse and failure to
complete required treatment.

e. Law Enforcement – Centralized Operations Police Suite managed by the Military Police Corps and Automated
Criminal Investigation and Criminal Intelligence (ACI2) contain records of on-going investigations. Soldier involve-
ment in serious illegal situations such as Driving Under the Influence citations and courts-martial activity could be
indicators of an impending crisis situation which might result in suicidal behavior. The ADCOs and other individuals
who provide assistance play a role in the collection and reporting of data. The ADCO has access to information
presented in COPS for purposes of situational awareness.

f. Family Advocacy Program – The Army Central Registry (ACR) is an Army-wide, centralized database containing
a confidential index of substantiated victim-based reported spouse and child abuse cases. Such activities are highly
correlated with suicidal behavior and merit close attention from a suicide prevention standpoint. To the extent
permitted by applicable law, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, social workers, physicians, dentists, nurses, and
law enforcement personnel may share relevant case records in order to mitigate high-risk behavior (AR 608–18, para 6-
2). More information regarding the Army Family Advocacy Program is found in AR 608–18, chapter 5.

8–4. Postvention
a. Data from the investigations and information gathering system listed below will be collected and maintained by

the CHPPM suicide analysis cell in conjunction with the DCS, G–1 ASPP (AR 600–63, para 4–4). The suicide analysis
cell will vigilantly study the data for all components on a regular basis to provide a statistical understanding, identify
trends and formulate lessons learned. The DCS, G–1 will develop strategies to distribute trends and lessons learned
back down to commanders in a timely manner.

b. Postvention data gathering activities include—
(1) Psychological autopsies, as part of a forensic investigation.
(2) AR 15–6 investigations are required for any serious incident. AR 600–63 provides that commands from all

components will conduct an AR 15–6 investigation on every suicide or equivocal death which is being investigated as
a possible suicide.

c. The LOD determinations are generally conducted whenever a Soldier acquires a disease, incurs a significant
injury, or is injured under unusual circumstances.

8–5. Digital/electronic resources
For more information on suicide prevention, access the following Web sites:

a. CHPPM: chppm-www.apgea.army.mil/ dhpw/readiness/suicide.aspx.
b. DCS, G–1 (HRC): www.armyG-1.army.mil/hr/suicide/default.asp.
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Chapter 9
Compliance with the Army Campaign Plan for Health Promotion, Risk Reduction, and
Suicide Prevention

9–1. Responsibilities for compliance to health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention
Senior Commanders (Active Army, ARNG, and USAR) are required to establish policy for a multi-staff/agency
compliance arm to measure and assess the effects of the Army Campaign Plan for Health Promotion, Risk Reduction,
and Suicide Prevention (ACPHP). The requirements of the compliance arm will be executed using internal staffing
assets, under the CHPCs, with each CHPC member and the installation staff having responsibility for a particular
function (AR 600-63, page 9, para 2-1i).

9–2. Principles and elements of Army Campaign Plan for health promotion, risk reduction, and
suicide prevention compliance assessments
The following elements must be considered during the assessment:

a. Purposeful.
(1) Assessments must have a specific purpose that the commander approves. For an assessment to be purposeful, an

assessment must be—
(a) Related to mission accomplishment.
(b) Tailored to meet the commander’s needs. Assessments must provide practical and accurate feedback that allows

commanders to make informed decisions in a timely manner.
(c) Performance oriented and starting with an evaluation against a recognized standard to identify compliance with

that standard.
(d) Capable of identifying and analyzing process improvement opportunities to adjust health promotion programs

and initiatives.
(2) Coordinated. The proper coordination of ACPHP assessment precludes redundancies and compliance checks

with other inspection activities.
(3) Focused on feedback. ACPHP assessments are critical because they provide the commander/DCS, G–1 with

accurate and timely feedback and a written record of the results. Assessment results should include—
(a) In considering the aspects of health promotion, risk reduction, and suicide prevention, the assessment should

measure deviation from standardized training programs, lack of resources, and misunderstood requirements.
(b) The identification of strengths and weaknesses. ACPHP assessments will bring shortcomings to the attention of

those who can correct them. It will identify systemic problems with programs and initiatives and allow adjustments, as
necessary.

b. Focused to implement of strengths and weaknesses. The ultimate purpose of the ACPHP assessment is to help the
commander correct deficiencies and shortcomings. Every assessment must not only identify shortcomings, it must bring
recommended solutions directly to the attention of those staff agencies that can correct them.

c. Follow-up. Follow-up actions include a reassessment, telephone calls, or visits to staff agencies to check on the
progress of the corrective actions, or a request for a formal response from the staff agency that has completed the
corrective action.

9–3. Process and outcomes
All basic element of ACPHP assessments have one purpose; ensure compliance with the ACPHP strategy at the
command level, and gather feedback and help the Army to adjust health promotion programs and initiatives, as
required. The focus must remain on measuring compliance against established standards to ensure the Army, as a
whole, can function effectively in its combat role, to include the following:

a. Measure performance against the ACPHP checklist (see app G). Inspectors should first try to determine
compliance, and should prepare ways to determine why the agency failed to meet the standard. The best method is to
ask open-ended questions in an effort to get the real meaning of the noncompliance.

b. Determine the scope of the problem(s). Focus on high-payoff issues that affect readiness.
c. Determine a solution. Examine the issue to craft an effective and meaningful solution to the problem. Avoid

short-term solutions, instead focus on long-term enduring solutions.
d. Assign the responsibility to the appropriate individuals or agencies on the CHPC. Inspections should name those

individuals and agencies in each recommendation.
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Appendix B
Psychological Autopsy

B–1. General
a. The psychological autopsy is a procedure for investigating a person’s death by reconstructing what the person

thought, felt, and did preceding their death. This reconstruction is based upon information gathered from personal
documents, police reports, medical and coroner’s records, and face-to-face interviews with families, friends, and others
who had contact with the person before the death. The purpose of the psychological autopsy is to—

(1) Resolve cases where there is an equivocal cause of death.
(2) Provide the victim’s commander with information about the death.
(3) Enable the unit and the Army to develop future prevention programs and capture lessons learned so that Soldiers

and Family members are better served.
b. The retrospective analysis of deaths serves to increase the accuracy of reports and will promote the epidemiologi-

cal study of suicide in the military population. A review of the status of the victim with those who had a special
relationship with them prior to the act (for example, supervisors, co–workers, physician, relatives, and friends) will
provide a source of information for future prevention actions.

c. When results of the psychological autopsy are available, offices responsible for examining investigative findings,
(for example, CID, CHPPM, ASPP, SPTF) determining trends, pulling data points, and capturing/distributing lessons
learned will follow guidelines outlined in AR 600–63 to utilize the results of the psychological autopsy, to the fullest
extent possible. When available include information from the DD1300, LOD, and AR 15–6.

d. The intention of the victim determines whether a death is classified as a suicide rather than an accident. In an
equivocal case, it is difficult to evaluate the deceased’s intentions, either because the factual circumstances of the death
are incompletely known, or because the deceased’s intentions were ambivalent, partial, inconsistent, or not clear.

e. At present there are at least two distinct questions that the psychological autopsy can help to answer—
(1) Why did the individual do it? When the mode of death is clear and unequivocal, the psychological autopsy can

serve to enhance our understanding of the factors that lead to the act. When the mode of death is clear, but the reasons
for the manner of dying remain puzzling, the psychological autopsy is a reconstruction of the motivations, philosophy,
psychodynamics, and existential crisis of the decedent.

(2) What is the most probable mode of death? When the cause of death can be clearly established but the mode of
death is equivocal, the purpose of the psychological autopsy is to establish the mode of death with as much accuracy as
possible.

B–2. Operational criteria for the classification of suicide
The OCCS that follows were developed to provide a standard definition of suicide for purposes of conducting a
psychological autopsy.

a. Self–inflicted. There is evidence that death was self–inflicted. Pathological (autopsy), toxicological, investigatory,
and psychological evidence, and statements of the decedent or witnesses may be used for this determination.

b. Intent. There is evidence (explicit and/or implicit) that at the time of injury the decedent intended to kill self or
wished to die and that the decedent understood the probable consequences of their actions.

(1) Explicit verbal or nonverbal expressions of intent to kill self.
(2) Implicit or indirect evidence of intent to die such as the following:
(a) Preparations for death, inappropriate to or unexpected in the context of the decedent’s life.
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(b) Expressions of farewell or desire to die, or acknowledgment of impending death.
(c) Expressions of hopelessness.
(d) Efforts to procure or learn about means of death or rehearse fatal behavior.
(e) Precautions to avoid rescue.
(f) Evidence that decedent recognized high potential lethality of means of death.
(g) Previous suicide attempt.
(h) Previous suicide threat.
(i) Stressful events or significant losses (actual or threatened).
(j) Serious depression or mental disorder.

B–3. Motivation for suicide
a. The psychological autopsy should address the motivation for suicide. The reasons, motives, and psychological

intentions of suicidal persons are quite complex. Some of the prominent mental trends in suicidal persons are—
(1) A wish to escape from mental or physical pain.
(2) A fantasy of eternal rest or life with a loved one.
(3) Anger, rage, revenge.
(4) Guilt, shame, and atonement.
(5) A wish to be rescued, reborn, start over.
(6) A wish to make an important statement or communication.
b. Destructive ideas or impulses that are ordinarily well controlled or mostly unconscious can be activated or

released under the influence of emotional stress, physical exhaustion, or alcohol.

B–4. Role of intent
a. The psychological autopsy should address the motivation for suicide. The reasons, motives, and psychological

intentions of suicidal persons are quite complex. Some of the prominent mental trends in suicidal persons are—
(1) The victim’s intention was ambivalent, with coexisting wishes both to live and to die.
(2) The self–destructive action itself was inconclusive.
(3) Death followed the action after a considerable delay.
b. Intention is variable in degree, not all or nothing. The concept of intention signifies that the individual under-

stood, to some degree, his or her life situation and the nature and quality of the proposed self–destructive action.

B–5. Classification of suicides by intent
a. One classification system that incorporates the notion of degree of intention and that may be used in the autopsy

is as follows:
(1) First–degree suicide: deliberate, planned, premeditated, self-murder.
(2) Second–degree suicide: impulsive, unplanned, under great provocation, or compromising circumstances.
(3) Third–degree suicide: victim placed his or her life in jeopardy by voluntary self–injury, but we infer the

intention to die was relatively low because the method of self–injury was relatively harmless, or because provisions for
rescue were made. The victim was “unlucky” enough to die.

b. The following are 2 other categories of self–inflicted death that are not typically classified as suicide because the
intention to die cannot be established.

(1) Self–destruction when the victim was psychotic or highly intoxicated from the effects of drugs or alcohol. These
circumstances suggest impaired capacity for intention.

(2) Self–destruction due to self–negligence. This last category of death has been described as sub-intentioned death.
A sub-intentioned death is a death in which the decedent plays some partial, covert, or unconscious role in his/her own
demise. Evidence for this ambivalence toward life may be found in a history of poor judgment, excessive risk–taking,
abuse of alcohol, misuse of drugs, neglect of self, a self–destructive life–style, a disregard of prescribed life–saving
medication, and in other actions where the individual fosters, facilitates, exacerbates, or hastens the process of his or
her dying. In terms of the traditional classification of modes of death (natural, accident, suicide, and homicide), some
instances of all four types can be subsumed under this category, depending on the particular details of each case.

B–6. Lethality
a. The psychological autopsy should also address the issue of the lethality of the suicidal behavior. Although the

victim’s intention to die is the factor used to classify his or her death as a suicide, the amount of lethality involved may
be used to discriminate among the various degrees of suicide. Lethality is the probability that the suicidal behavior
would result in death.

b. Consideration of the lethality involved permits an evaluation of the individual’s drive to self–imposed death. All
suicides threats, acts of self harm, attempts, and completed suicides should be rated for their lethality.

c. The lethality of the victim’s behavior, whether or not it results in death, may be judged to be in one of four
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classes: high, medium, low, or absent. This may be accomplished using the lethality Behavior Rating Scale of Suicide
below. The numerical scale will be used to rate the lethality of the suicidal behavior of the victim. The lethality rating
will be the number of the statement that best characterizes the suicidal act. Lethality will then be characterized as being
high, medium, low, or absent.

d. The lethality rating derived from the scale below relates to the classification system based on degree of intention
as follows:

(1) A first–degree suicide would require a high lethality rating. There is no doubt as to the victim’s intention to die.
(2) A second–degree suicide may be either rated as high or medium in lethality. The victim knew that the suicidal

behavior would likely result in death, however, the act was impulsive and unplanned.
(3) A third–degree suicide would be rated as being either medium or low in lethality.
(4) Suicidal behavior resulting in a sub-intentioned death would always be rated as low in lethality.
(5) Where the capacity for intention is absent or where the victim played no role in effecting his or her own death, it

may be said that lethality was absent in the victim’s behavior.

Table B–1
Lethality of suicide behavior rating scale

Lethality: Absent
Rating: 0
Statement: Death is impossible result of the “suicidal behavior.”

Lethality: Low
Rating: 1
Statement: : Death is improbable. If it occurs it would be a result of secondary complications, an accident, or highly unusual circumstances.

Lethality: Low
Rating: 2
Statement: Death is improbable as an outcome of the act. If it occurs it is probably due to unforeseen secondary effects. Frequently the act is
done in a public setting or reported by the individual involved or by others. While medical aid may be warranted, it is not required for survival.

Lethality: Low
Rating: 3
Statement: Death is improbable as long as first aid is administered by the victim or other agent. The victim usually makes a communication or
commits the act in a public way or takes no measures to hide self or injury.

Lethality: Medium
Rating: 4
Statement: Death is a fifty–fifty probability directly or indirectly, or in the opinion of the average person, the chosen method has an equivocal
outcome.

Lethality: Medium
Rating: 5
Statement: Death is the probable outcome unless there is “immediate” and “vigorous” first aid or medical attention by the victim or other
agent. One or both of the following are true:

Makes communication (directly or indirectly).
Performs act in public where he or she is likely to be helped or discovered.

Lethality: High
Rating: 6
Statement: Death would ordinarily be considered the outcome to the suicidal act, unless saved by another agent in a “calculated” risk (for
example, nursing rounds or expecting a roommate or spouse at a certain time). One or both of the following are true:

Makes no direct communication.
Takes action in private.

Lethality: High
Rating: 7
Statement: Death is the highly probable outcome. “Chance” intervention and/or unforeseen circumstances may save the victim. Two of the
following conditions also exist:

No communication is made.
Effort is put forth to obscure act from helper’s attention.
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Table B–1
Lethality of suicide behavior rating scale—Continued

Precautions against being found are instituted.

Rating: 8
Statement: Death is almost a certainty regardless of the circumstances or interventions by an outside agent. Most of the people at this level
due quickly after the attempt. A very few survive through no fault of their own.

B–7. Death Investigation Team
a. The psychological autopsy will be conducted by a forensic psychiatrist and provided to the commander of the

local U.S. Army criminal investigation activity for inclusion in the report of investigation of the death. In difficult
cases where the command desires a more extensive investigation, consideration will be given to forming a death
investigation team. This is a multi–disciplinary approach involving the collaboration of a pathologist or other medical
officer with mental health officers in the areas of psychiatry, psychology, psychiatric nursing, and social work, and a
law enforcement officer.

b. The developers of the psychological autopsy procedure have emphasized that an outline or accumulation of
postmortem data alone is not a psychological autopsy. The information must include the personal responses of each
member of the death investigation team. Team members will report in their areas of expertise and participate in mutual
exchanges of information. The completed reports should represent a consensus of the views of the team members.

B–8. Procedure for psychological autopsy
a. The psychological autopsy typically consists of interviews of persons who knew the deceased (such as spouse,

parents, children, neighbors, supervisor, coworkers, friends, and physicians) in an attempt to reconstruct the lifestyle of
the deceased. This will usually be done jointly with a law enforcement officer to facilitate mutual access to persons and
records. In the investigation, an attempt is made to obtain relevant information about any psychiatric idiosyncrasies or
the presence of any suicide warning signs the victim may have voiced.

b. The following information should be gathered by the investigating officer or team:
(1) Life history.
(2) Psychiatric–psychological data.
(3) Clues to or communications of suicide intent.
(4) Recent life events.
(5) Miscellaneous data that may be relevant to the death, but not necessarily psychological in nature (for example,

physical evidence from the scene of the death).
c. As a preliminary step in conducting a psychological autopsy, should review the following data:
(1) Inpatient and outpatient medical records.
(2) Physical autopsy (necropsy) report including toxicology results.
(3) Military police and Criminal Investigation Division investigation results.
(4) Line of duty investigation report.
(5) Any records existing in the Community Mental Health Service, hospital departments of psychiatry and social

work, Army Substance Abuse Program, Army Family Advocacy Program, or other Army programs.

B–9. Psychological autopsy report
The following is a guide for preparing psychological autopsy reports and should be used unless there are special
considerations. The categories below should be included.

a. Identifying information. As a preliminary step in conducting a psychological autopsy, should review the following
data:

(1) Name.
(2) Rank/Grade.
(3) SSN.
(4) Age/Date of Birth.
(5) Sex.
(6) Race.
(7) Marital Status (married, single, divorced, widowed, separated).
(8) Military Occupational Specialty.
(9) Unit/Station.
(10) Level of Education.
(11) Home Address (where victim was living at time of death).
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b. Method. Method of gathering information and identification of sources contacted.
c. Details of death.
(1) Date/Time (provide date and time of suicidal act and death if different).
(2) Location (address and description, that is, friend’s house, parents home, victim’s off–post residence, motel, and

so forth).
(3) Method.
(4) Details of discovery.
(5) Provisions for rescue (describe).
(6) Note (contents).
(7) Communication of suicidal intent.
(8) Acts of violence that accompanied the suicidal act.
(9) Other details.
d. History of prior suicide attempts.
(1) Dates and description of prior attempts and threats.
(2) Provisions for rescue.
(3) Circumstances surrounding suicide attempts.
e. Physical autopsy (necropsy) results.
(1) Cause of death.
(2) Blood alcohol and other toxicology results.
(3) Describe any evidence of disease process.
(4) List and explain significant abnormalities.
f. Personality and lifestyle.
(1) Basic personality (relaxed, intense, jovial, gregarious, withdrawn, outgoing, morose, bitter, suspicious, angry,

hostile, combative, mild–mannered, other).
(2) Describe the victim’s recent changes in mood or symptoms of mental illness.
(3) Describe the victim’s recent changes in behavior such as eating, sleeping, sexual patterns, drinking, driving,

taking pills, social relationships or hobbies.
(4) Stress reactions as follows:
(a) Describe the victim’s normal reaction to stress.
(b) Describe the typical patterns of stress reactions.
(c) State recent losses, if any.
(5) Interpersonal relationships as follows:
(a) Describe the victim’s interpersonal relationships (few, casual, or intense).
(b) State recent uncharacteristic behavior of the victim such as withdrawal from friends, gambling, spending,

promiscuity, and fights.
(c) Describe the victim’s friendship group.
(d) Describe the manner in which their time was spent.
g. Marital/dyadic relationship history.
(1) Marital status.
(2) Category of dyad trouble.
(3) Nature of dyad trouble.
(4) Number and length of marriages.
(5) Current living arrangements.
(6) Number, age, and sex of children.
(7) Where do children live?
(8) Changes in relationship with spouse or children.
(9) Threats of or actual divorce or separation.
(10) Recent deaths in Family.
(11) History of abusive behavior.
(12) Overall quality of current relationship.
(13) Dating history.
h. Family of origin history.
(1) Describe parent’s marital history.
(2) Family medical history.
(3) History of Family member psychiatric hospitalizations and treatment.
(4) Family suicide history.
(5) Number, ages, and sex of siblings.
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(6) Family history of sexual abuse or other forms of child abuse or Family violence.
(7) Family history of alcoholism or other substance abuse.
i. Family history. Death history of victim’s Family (suicides, cancer, other fatal illnesses, accidents, ages of death,

and other details).
j. Past problems. Describe any trouble, pressures, tensions, or anticipated problems during the past year.
(1) List and describe any observed or expressed symptoms of depression.
(2) List and describe any observed immediate danger signals.
k. Work history.
(1) State the victim’s occupation.
(2) State the victim’s level of satisfaction from work (excellent, good, fair, or poor).
(3) State the victim’s employment history (job loss, promotion, or retirement).
l. Military history.
(1) Time in service.
(2) Time in grade.
(3) Months assigned to present unit.
(4) Date of last PCS.
(5) Date of pending PCS.
(6) Date of last DEROS.
(7) Awards.
(8) UCMJ actions (Article 15s, Courts–martial).
(9) Pending unfavorable personnel actions (Bars to reenlistment, weight control program, other).
m. Medical history.
(1) Describe significant illnesses and treatment.
(2) Describe recent loss or change in health status.
(3) Describe any injuries, accidents, or hospitalizations.
(4) List current medications and history of compliance.
(5) HIV positive or not.
n. Psychiatric history.
(1) Hospitalizations, psychotherapy, or other therapy.
(2) If so, when and for how long.
(3) Describe the diagnosis and nature of treatment.
(4) Describe victim’s use of psychotropic medications or sleeping pills.
(5) State evidence of a personality disorder or difficulties.
o. Alcohol history.
(1) Describe role of alcohol or drugs in the victim’s overall life style and death.
(2) State the victim’s usual alcohol consumption.
(3) Identify the victim’s behavior changes when drinking and drunk.
(4) State the evidence of addiction to alcohol, and include the number and dates of detoxifications.
(5) State when and where the victim was enrolled in the Army Substance Abuse Program.
p. Drug abuse history.
(1) Identify drugs the victim used, if any.
(2) State if the victim was addicted to drugs.
(3) State the number and dates of detoxifications.
q. Financial status. Describe the victim’s financial situation (recent losses, business successes or failures).
r. Legal history.
(1) Describe the victim’s legal actions, if any.
(2) State the victim’s criminal record (number and length of jail or prison terms, nature of the offenses).
(3) State if the victim was absent without leave (AWOL) or a deserter at the time of the suicide. Provide dates of

AWOL or desertion.
(4) State if the victim had been accused of sexual misconduct or other sexual deviations.
s. Recent agency contacts. List and describe all contacts with any of the following agencies during the past year.
(1) Behavioral Health.
(2) Chaplain.
(3) Physician.
(4) Legal Assistance (to the extent no privileged information is involved).
(5) Army Emergency Relief (AER).
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(6) Army Community Services.(ACS) .
(7) Family Advocacy Program (FAP).
(8) Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP).
(9) Civilian agencies.
t. Indications of increased suicide risk.
(1) List and describe any observed or expressed symptoms of depression.
(2) List and describe any observed immediate danger signals. Describe the response of the observer to the danger

signals
u. Duty performance, if any.
(1) Work or assignment related problems.
(2) Problems in accepting Army life.
(3) Recent changes in duty performance.
(4) Accidents.
(5) Problems with personal hygiene/appearance.
(6) Problems with being late or missing work.
(7) Problems with the quality of work.
(8) Relationship problems with supervisors, peers, and/or subordinates.
(9) State the victim’s display of emotional state as seen by others in the work environment.
v. Deployment history.
(1) Did the victim have orders to deploy?
(2) Did the victim refuse to deploy?
(3) Was the suicide event related to a deployment (past or present)?
(4) If deployed when suicide occurred, describe the deployment at time of death.
(5) Start date of deployment, length of deployment and location.
(6) Provide a history of deployments prior to the time of death.
w. Specific issues relating to deployment and combat.
(1) Did the victim experience direct combat operations?
(2) Did the victim and his/her unit engage in battle resulting in casualties or wounded?
(3) Did the victim become wounded or injured in combat?
(4) Did the victim personally witness a unit member, ally, enemy, or civilian being seriously wounded or killed in

combat?
(5) Did the victim see the bodies of dead Soldiers or civilians following the battle?
(6) Did the victim kill others in combat?
x. Assessment of intention.
(1) State the role of the victim in their own demise.
(2) Determine the rating of lethality (see table 5–1 for lethality of Suicide Attempt Rating Scale.)
(3) State if the victim reasonably expected and wished to die as a result of their suicidal behavior.
y. Summary and conclusions.
(1) State whether in the opinion of the investigator or death investigation team, this death was a suicide.
(2) Estimate the victim’s subjective state at the time of suicide.
(3) If this death was a suicide, determine classification (first, second, or third–degree suicide, sub-intentioned death).
(4) State the most probable reasons for the victim’s decision to commit suicide (factors immediately contributing to

the suicidal behavior, precipitating events).
(5) State if the victim’s commander supervisor or the medical system identified a problem before the suicide took

place.
(6) State if the suicide was—
(a) A bad outcome following reasonable command attention and medical care.
(b) The product of a system failure or inadequate medical care.
(7) State what actions, if any, could have been taken by those who had a special relationship with the victim

(supervisors, co-workers, physician, Family, and friends) that would have led to the anticipation and prevention of this
suicide? State what could have been done to lower the risk of suicide in this case?

(8) Provide comments, special features, lessons learned, and usefulness, and relevance of available suicide preven-
tion training materials in this case.

B–10. Special considerations
For each method of suicide explore the following:

a. Gun shot.
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(1) The victim’s knowledge, experience, and training with firearms.
(2) The victim’s history of handling weapons recklessly or cautiously.
(3) The victim’s prior firearms accidents.
(4) The victim’s recent purchase of a firearm.
(5) Describe whether victim used military/duty weapon or own personal weapon.
b. Overdose.
(1) State the victim’s knowledge of drugs and their potential dangers (prescribed or street drugs and the amount).
(2) Were there premature refill requests?
(3) Was the victim ever seen under the influence of drugs?
(4) What was their behavior under the influence of drugs?
(5) Was there a history of prior overdoses and how were they treated?
(6) Was the victim careless in the use of medications, taking more than prescribed?
(7) How did the victim keep track of pill intake?
(8) What were other sources of pills?
c. Hangings or asphyxia.
(1) Explore for sexual involvement.
(2) How was the victim clothed?
(3) When found, state if pornographic material or sexual paraphernalia was nearby.
(4) State the victim’s known sexual activity (deviance, reading material, interests, knowledge of asphyxia techniques

and experience with rope).
d. Jumping, drowning, vehicular death, drowning, fire, other method.
(1) State the reason for the victim to be at the place of death.
(2) With respect to the specific method, state their habitual behavior.
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Appendix C
Sample Commanders Policy Letter

C–1. Commander’s policy letter
A commander’s policy letter is required for commanders at all level (AR 600–63, para 1–24a.)

C–2. Sample
A sample commander’s policy letter is shown below in figure C–1.
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Figure C–1. Sample commander’s policy letter
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Appendix D
Resources

D–1. General
A list of resources available to Soldiers, Family members, and Army DA civilians.

D–2. List of resources
a. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) – www.samhsa.gov – helps leaders

locate behavioral health resources in the communities in which Soldiers live. The state locater maps out resources by
state and provides contact information.

b. Hotlines.
(1) Military OneSource (1–800–342–9647) is a source for a wide array of call-in services to include crisis

intervention and domestic advice. The phone will always be answered by an individual who is a professional counselor
with Master’s Degree-level qualifications. In addition, the Web site is www.militaryonesource.com.

(2) The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (1–800–273–TALK/8255) is sponsored by the Veterans Administra-
tion. Military callers have an option to speak with a Veterans representative or a crisis center in their local area. The
Veterans representative has access to VA records and can work with the caller on VA registration and will ensure a
warm hand-off to VA services.

(3) Wounded Soldier and Family Hotline (1–800–984–8523) is hosted by the Army National Guard and provides
support to Soldiers and Families. During hurricanes, floods and other declared emergencies, services are expanded to
become a 24 hour-a-day, 7 day-a-week resource.

(4) A comprehensive listing of hotlines by state can be found at www.suicide.org/suicide-hotlines.html.&#9;
(5) Army Reserve Warrior and Family Assistance Centers (WFAC) (1–866–436–6290) advocate for service mem-

bers, retirees, and Family members from any branch of service. The WFAC augments chains of command by
empowering and enhancing their forces. The WFAC connects partners to available benefits and entitlements. The Web
site is www.arfp.org/wfac. Services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

(6) The Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine (CHPPM) has presentations that include video
interviews and vignettes. In addition, tip cards for enhancing resiliency and for identifying suicide risk factors
accompany these presentations. The presentations can be found on CHPPM’s Army Knowledge Online (AKO) suicide
prevention Web site at https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/334798.

Appendix E

E–1. Sample
Figure E–1 for the description of the relationship among various installation councils, teams, and committees and the
Community Health Promotion Council (CHPC). The organizations in this diagram is an example and is not inclusive of
all councils, teams and committees and depicts the different organizations that comprise the Army Suicide Prevention
Program, both at HQDA and installations/Direct Reporting Units.

E–2. Organizations that comprise the program
A sample of the organizations comprised of the Army Suicide Prevention Program is shown below at figure E–1.
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Figure E–1. Organizations that comprise the Army Suicide Prevention Program
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Figure E–1. Organizations that comprise the Army Suicide Prevention Program–Continued
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Appendix F
Commander’s 34 Line Report

F–1. Commander’s 34 Line Report
This report is used by all commanders.

F–2.
A table of the line suicide reporting is shown below at table F–1.

Table F–1
Commander 34, Line suicide reporting format

Line 1: Name: (self-explanatory)

Line 2: Rank: (self-explanatory)

Line 3: MOS: (self-explanatory).

Line 4: Time in Service: (self-explanatory).

Line 5: Age: (self-explantory).

Line 6: Education: (GED, High School)&#9;

Line 7: Marital/significant other relationship and status: (Status means the current condition of the relationship, for example, healthy
and supportive or estranged. The purpose of this data point is to identify the relationship as a positive or negative force on
the person).

Line 8: Family Members relationships (mother/father, sister/brother) and Status: (Status means the current condition of the relation-
ship (for example, healthy and supportive or estranged. The purpose of this data point is to identify the relationship as a pos-
itive or negative force on the person).

Line 9: Living Arrangements: (Living with Friends, and so on).

Line 10: Unit: (current unit of assignment) .

Line 11: Date of last PCS: (self-explanatory).

Line 12: Arrival Date to Current Unit: (self-explanatory)

Line 13: Status of Unit at time of Incident: (Deployed or recently redeploy. The purpose of this data point is to identify where the unit
is in the ARFORGEN cycle).

Line 14: Deployment History: (# of deployments; date of last deployment).

Line 15: Pending deployment (date): (self-explanatory).

Line 16: Recent Suicide Prevention Training: (name and date of training).

Line 17: DTG Completed Suicide Stand-Down/Training (Beyond the Front, and so on): (self-explanatory).

Line 18: DTG Completed Suicide Chain-Teach/Training: (self-explanatory).

Line 19: DTG and location of incident (On/Off Post): (self-explanatory).

Line 20: Details of suspected suicide event: (synopsis of what happened; describes the investigation and what was found to support
the manner of death.)

Line 21: Drug or Alcohol Involvement: (explain the extent alcohol or drugs were involved in the event)

Line 22: Evidence of prior planning of the suicide: (previous behavior that would lead one to believe that the person was planning the
suicide, that is, purchasing/procuring a weapon, materials such as rope, duct tape, and so on).

Line 23: Triggering event: (an event that could cause an impulsive act such as an argument, a fight, a breakup of a significant rela-
tionship, filing for bankruptcy, and so on).

Line 24: Pre-death signals/indicators: (Suicide notes, suicide threats, and so forth).

Line 25: Previous gestures/attempts: (self-explanatory).

Line 26: Mental/physical health history: (prior incidents, injuries or hospitalizations for physical or mental disabilities which could con-
tribute to a decision to commit suicide.)

Line 27: Current medications and history of compliance: (any current medication that the Soldier is taking and whether or not he/she
was complying with doctor’s orders.)

Line 28: Illegal use of drug/addiction to alcohol history: (any positive drug result or prior DUI; hospitalization or enrollment in an alco-
hol/drug treatment center.)

Line 29: Adverse actions/pending adverse actions: (Article 15, demotion, court martial, negative counseling, and so forth).
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Table F–1
Commander 34, Line suicide reporting format—Continued

Line 30: Financial Status: (good credit/standing, financial distress, bad check writing, filing for bankruptcy, credit debt counseling.)

Line 31: Legal issues: (anything other than what is reported in Line 26. These include issues such as: pending/final UCMJ or adverse
administrative actions, lawsuits, restraining orders, and so forth - that could cause stress.)

Line 32: Work-related issues: (problems at work with co-workers, lack of meeting suspenses, problems with boss/supervisor).

Line 33: Lifestyle, personality: (unusual sexual behavior; impulsive, high-risk behavior.)

Line 34: Gun ownership/type: (self-explanatory).
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Appendix G
Army Campaign Plan for Health Promotion, Risk Reduction, and Suicide Prevention
Compliance Checklist

G–1. General
The checklist is used to measure actual performance against (AR 600–62, para 2–1i; and the DCS, G–1, Suicide
Prevention Web site, Commander’s Tool

G–2. Checklist
A table of the ACPHP Compliance Checklist is shown below in table G–1 and the DCS, G–1 Suicide Prevention
(Commander’s Tool Kit) Web site.

Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Func-
tional
Area: 1.
Program/Service
Integra-
tion

Evaluator:

Com-
manders
all levels

1.1 Is a health pro-
motion policy
published that
includes suicide
prevention ef-
forts?

1.1a Policy with
executable
suicide pre-
vention ef-
forts.

AR 600–63,
para 1–24(a)

Com-
manders
all levels

1.2 Is a policy es-
tablished that
ensures Sol-
diers with be-
havioral health
and/or sub-
stance abuse
problems are
not belittled or
humiliated for
seeking or re-
ceiving assist-
ance?

1.2a Policy es-
tablishing
zero toler-
ance for hu-
miliating be-
havior.

AR 600–63,
para 1–24(e)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Com-
manders
all levels

1.6 Are Soldiers
with suicide risk
symptoms/ be-
haviors man-
aged in a con-
sistent manner
in accordance
with TRADOC
Regulation
350–6, are not
belittled, humili-
ated or ostra-
cized by other
Soldiers, and
are not identi-
fied through
special mark-
ings or clothing
(that is, Sol-
diers wear re-
flective training
vests with signs
identifying them
as high-risk in-
dividuals).

1.6a Positive
command
climate.

AR 600–63,
para 1–24(e)

Com-
manders
all levels

1.7 Are policies in
place for unit
watch, weap-
ons profiles,
and other unit-
related proce-
dures that re-
late to suicide
risk symptoms
or suicide-re-
lated events?

1.7.a Standardized
procedures
in the man-
agement and
supervision
of at risk Sol-
diers.

AR 600–63,
para 1–24(h)

Com-
manders
all levels

1.8 Are Soldiers
undergoing
multiple discipli-
nary actions
and have multi-
ple risk factors
referred to ap-
propriate sup-
port services to
mitigate risk?

1.8.a Soldier par-
ticipation in
support serv-
ices.

AR 600-63
Para 1-24 (i)

Com-
manders
all levels

1.9 Are Families,
unit members
and co-workers
who experience
loss due to sui-
cide offered
long-term as-
sistance?

1.9.a Standardized
procedures
in the man-
agement and
referral of
Families, unit
members
and co
workers ex-
periencing
suicide.

AR 600-63
Para 1-24 (j)

Com-
manders
all levels

1.10 Are AR 15-6 in-
vestigations
conducted on
every suicide?

1.10.a Completed
investigation.

AR 600-63
Para 1-24 (o)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

ACOM,
ASCC,
DRU
Com-
manders
Senior
Com-
manders
Garrison
Com-
manders
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU/
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders

1.11 Has a Suicide
Prevention Pro-
gram Manager
(SPPM) been
appointed?

1.11.a Commander
appointment
letter.

AR 600–63,
para 1–19(c)

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
manders
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.12 Is a compre-
hensive, all en-
compassing
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion and suicide
prevention-r-
elated strategy
established?

1.12.b Strategy is
readily rec-
ognizable
and acknowl-
edged by the
unit com-
manders,
Soldiers, DA
Civilians,
and Family
members.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

ACOM,
ASCC,
DRU
Com-
manders
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.13 Is health pro-
motion, risk re-
duction and sui-
cide prevention
strategy for-
mally published
in a blueprint /
wire diagram?

1.13.a Blueprint/
wire diagram
outlines the
interdepen-
dent and de-
pendent rela-
tionships of
multiple
staf-
fs/agencies/-
and pro-
grams sup-
porting the
strategy.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief
Public
Affairs
ACOM,
ASCC,
DRU
Com-
manders
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.14 Is an aggres-
sive marketing,
advertising and
outreach plan
established?

1.14.a
1.14.b

Plan is de-
signed to
heighten
awareness
of Soldiers,
DA Civilian
and Family
members’
awareness
of health pro-
motion, risk
reduction
and suicide
prevention-r-
elated strate-
gy.

Plan clearly
depicts staff /
agency char-
ters, pro-
grams and
other serv-
ices.

ACPHP Annex
D
AR 600–63,
para 2–1(e)

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief
Public
Affairs
ACOM,
ASCC,
DRU
Com-
manders
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.15 Is a formal
process / sys-
tem to assess,
report, and
measure effec-
tiveness of
marketing and
advertisement
strategy estab-
lished?

1.15.a Process
measures
strategic
goals, pro-
gram / serv-
ice objec-
tives, and
customer
feedback,
with mecha-
nisms to ad-
just your
strategy
based on
lessons
learned.

ACPHP Annex
D
AR 600–63,
para 2–1(e)

Senior
Com-
manders
Garrison
Com-
manders

1.16 Is appropriate
senior leader-
ship attending
meetings of in-
stallation / garri-
son / MTF
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion and suicide
prevention pro-
grams / coun-
cils / com-
mittees, task
forces / etc.

1.16.a Senior lead-
ership en-
sures that
groups are
empowered
to make de-
cisions and
allocate re-
sources ap-
propriately.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Judge
Advo-
cate
General
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

1.17 Do Installation /
Garrison staffs /
agencies pro-
vide a compre-
hensive report
of all Soldier
medico-legal
actions and
trends across
the installation /
command?

1.17.a Report is de-
signed to in-
form / stand-
ardize Sol-
dier medico-
legal actions
and to re-
duce risks
associated
with policy,
program,
and process
gaps /
seams.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Judge
Advo-
cate
General
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
State
Adjutant
Generals
USAR
DRU /
Major
Subordi-
nate
Com-
mand
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

1.18 Do Installation /
Garrison staffs /
agencies inte-
grate specific
Soldier informa-
tion to integrate
Soldier medico-
legal processes
(administrative
separations,
MMRB, MEB,
PEB, discipli-
nary actions,
WTU referrals,
and so forth.)

1.18.a Information
is shared
among "need
to know"
commanders
and "help
providers"
(law enforce-
ment, be-
havioral
health, clini-
cal and non-
clinical
ASAP and
FAP).

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

1.19 Is there a "com-
mander’s fo-
rum" to share
observations /
TTPs / lessons
learned from
suicide events?

1.19.a Command-
er’s forum fo-
cuses on
successful
intervention
and events
that led to
Soldiers
deaths.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
manders
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.20 Are MOAs in
place to allow
all primary and
behavioral
health care pro-
viders to be in-
tegrated under
a central au-
thority Installa-
tion Com-
mander and
MTF Com-
mander?

1.20.a

1.20.b

MOA
provides
comprehen-
sive, seam-
less primary
/ behavioral
health care
in MTFs, re-
duces pro-
vider-patient
workload,
and en-
hances pro-
vider profes-
sional devel-
opment.

MOA has a
provision to
"surge" med-
ical capabili-
ties and ca-
pacity upon
unit
redeploy-
ment.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
manders

1.21 Are redeploying
BDE and BN
commanders
retained for
90–120 days
during the reset
phase to en-
sure leadership
continuity and
cognizant-mitig-
ation of unit
and Soldier
stressors (for
example, com-
plete PDHRA,
insulate Soldier
teams/ net-
works, com-
plete discipli-
nary/separation
actions, inte-
grate Soldier
and Families,
naturalize
health promo-
tion, and so for-
th)?

1.21.a Providing
coordination
directly with
HRC/SLD on
a case by
case basis to
provide bal-
ance be-
tween late
changes of
command
(25–36
months) and
the reset mit-
igation of
high-risk Sol-
diers and
Families.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.22 Are redeploying
maneuver unit
(DIV / BDE /
BN) primary
care and be-
havioral health
care personnel
retained for 90-
120 days during
the reset phase
(as feasible) to
ensure continu-
ity care, cogni-
zant-mitigation
of unit and Sol-
dier stressors,
and sufficient
treatment
"handoff" to in-
coming medical
personnel?

1.22.a Providing
coordination
directly with
HRC and lo-
cal MTF
commanders
to retain or
align
PROFIS pri-
mary care
providers
with unit re-
set plans.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

1.23 Are Command-
ers considering
the retention of
redeploying unit
level Soldiers
during the reset
phase for
90–120 days to
ensure team/
network conti-
nuity and cogni-
zant-mitigation
of unit and Sol-
dier stressors?
(for example,
team-based re-
integration,
team-supported
family re-inte-
gration, re-fo-
cus high-
adrenaline be-
havior, and so
forth)?

1.23.a Coordinating
directly with
AG/G1 to
centrally
manage re-
tention of the
full-spectrum
of MOSs.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.24 Does the instal-
lation/ garrison
have regularly
scheduled
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion, suicide
prevention
awareness ob-
servation activi-
ties (annually,
quarterly,
monthly)?

1.24.a Activities are
formally
scheduled
on installa-
tion calen-
dars and at-
tended by
appropriate
senior
leaders.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.25 Is a formal sys-
tem or process
to compare and
bench policies,
programs, and
services with
other like instal-
lations estab-
lished?

1.25.a Formal Proc-
ess is de-
signed to
identify and
incorporate
"best-bus-
iness prac-
tices".

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
com-
mander
Garrison
com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

1.26 Did Deployed
Commanders
convene quar-
terly Suicide
Prevention Re-
view boards in
theaters at the
Corps/Division
TF/JTF Level
HQ, and report
findings to
DCS, G-1.

1.26.a Report of
findings.

AR 600–63,
para 4–4(l)(4)

Judge
Advo-
cate
General
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.27 Do Installation /
Garrison staffs /
agencies inte-
grate and rec-
oncile common
medico-legal
databases?

1.27.a Information
regarding
Soldier
medico-legal
actions is ac-
curate and
timely.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.28 Have task
forces, com-
mittees and risk
reduction teams
been estab-
lished to facili-
tate local health
promotion initia-
tives to reduce
high-risk behav-
iors and build
resiliency?

1.28.a Approved
charter or
commander
appointment
letter.

AR 600–63,
para 1–21(a)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.29 Has a Commu-
nity Health Pro-
motion Council
(CHPC) or simi-
lar body been
established and
does it meet
regularly?

1.29.a CHPC inte-
grates all
staffs and
agencies as-
sociated with
providing
health pro-
motion, risk
reduction
and suicide
prevention-r-
elated pro-
grams.

AR 600–63,
para 2–1(d)

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.30 Are compre-
hensive
processes im-
plemented to
maximize use
of information
regarding
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion and suicide
prevention dur-
ing recurring
commanders
reports, QTBs,
USR briefs, and
so forth?

1.30.a Process to
maximize
use of infor-
mation is in-
tegrated into
recurring
commanders
reports,
QTBs, USR
briefs, and
so forth.

ACPHP Annex
D AR 600–63,
para 2–1

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

1.31 Did CHPC or
SPTF establish
policies and
procedures for
the implemen-
tation of a Sui-
cide Response
Team (SRT) for
their respective
installation or
organization?

1.31.a Defined roles
and respon-
sibilities of
SRT.

AR 600–63,
para 4–4 (m)(5)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
com-
mander
Senior
com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

1.32 Are formal
charters signed
by the Installa-
tion/ Garrison/
MTF Com-
manders for all
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion and suicide
prevention-r-
elated pro-
grams, coun-
cils, com-
mittees, task
forces, etc?

1.32.a
1.32.b
1.32.c
1.32.d
1.32.e

Charter
clearly out-
lines the Or-
ganization
structure.
Charter
clearly out-
lines the Mis-
sion.
Charter
clearly out-
lines the
scope and
objectives in-
tegration
with other
councils/
committees.
Charter
clearly out-
lines the au-
thorities.
Charter
clearly out-
lines the
membership
and roles /
responsibili-
ties

AR 600–63,
para 2–1(d) (3)

Senior
Com-
mander
Senior
Com-
mander

1.32.f
1.32.g

Charter
clearly out-
lines the
meeting
schedules.
Charter
clearly out-
lines the
standard
products and
services.

AR 600–63,
para 2–1(d) (3)

Senior
com-
mander

1.32.h Charter
clearly out-
lines the pro-
tocols for as-
sessments,
measuring,
reporting,
and incorpo-
rating les-
sons
learned.

AR 600–63,
para 2–1 (d) (3)

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
com-
manders

1.32.i Charter
clearly out-
lines the
marketin-
g/outreach
plan.
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Garrison
com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

1.33 Are Chaplains
members of the
CHPC?

1.34.a Membership
annotated in
CHPC char-
ter.

AR 600–63,
para 2–2(f) (11)

Total N/A Not
MET

Partially
MET

MET

Func-
tional
Area: 2.
Specific
Programs/Staffs

Evaluator

Senior
com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

2.1 Is there a des-
ignated leader
in charge of in-
stallation Health
Promotion Pro-
grams and affili-
ated services?

2.1.a Designated
leader on or-
ders.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.2 Is there a unit-
based be-
havioral health
and compre-
hensive fitness
program with
appropriate
designated
counselors and
clinical supervi-
sion?

2.2.a Program of
record.

ACPHP Annex
D

ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

2.3 Are behavioral
health initiatives
coordinated
with unit chap-
lains, unit medi-
cal personnel,
CSCT’s and
MFLCs to
deliver health
programs, risk
reduction, and
suicide preven-
tion-related in-
formation and
services at the
Soldier /unit
level?

2.3.a Seamlessly
linked serv-
ices provided
to the Sol-
dier.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.4 Do you have a
comprehensive
Installation /
Garrison strat-
egy (plan) to
combat the
stigma associ-
ated with Sol-
diers seeking
behavioral
health care?

2.4.a Plan in-
cludes guid-
ance added
to Leader
and Soldier
counseling,
leaders at-
tend mass
screening
with their
Soldiers, in-
corporate im-
portance of
behavioral
health in
training guid-
ance and fo-
rums.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

2.5 Are chaplains
integrated with
behavioral
health special-
ists in units,
and with
CSCTs and
MFLCs to pro-
vide multi-disci-
plinary support?

2.5.a Chaplains
provide mul-
ti-disciplinary
support, nat-
uralized re-
ferrals, and
reduce
stigma asso-
ciated with
help seeking
behavior.

ACPHP Annex
D

The Sur-
geon
General
ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.6 Are adequate
numbers of
ASAP and FAP
staff (clinical
and non-clini-
cal) to provide
timely support
to Soldiers and
Family mem-
bers?

2.6.a
2.6.b

No backlog
or waiting list
for services.
Education
and training
forums are
small
enough to
encourage
dialog /
group partici-
pation.

ACPHP Annex
D
ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.7 Is ASAP staff
(clinical and
non-clinical) co-
located and in-
teract regular-
ly?

2.7a ASAP staff
shares infor-
mation on
substance
abuse cases
/ trends to
better inform
health pro-
motion, risk
reduction
and suicide
prevention-r-
elated pro-
grams.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.8 Are processes
in place to sys-
tematically
track, monitor,
and report
ASAP / FAP /
AFAP and other
personnel
strength / hiring
/ retention /
qualification /
certification is-
sues?

2.8a Ensure ade-
quate staff is
available to
support com-
manders.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders
Com-
manders
all levels

2.9 Are command-
ers directly in-
volved in formu-
lating ASAP
treatment
plans/contracts
with counselors
and referred
Soldiers to en-
sure leadership
commitment to
recovery pro-
grams?

2.9a Command-
ers are
directly in-
volved in for-
mulating
ASAP treat-
ment plans /
contracts
with counse-
lors and re-
ferred Sol-
diers

ACPHP Annex
D

Garrison
com-
manders

2.10 Are procedures
established for
the ADCO to
receive infor-
mation (ab-
stracts) derived
from Central-
ized Operations
Police Suite
(COPS)?

2.10.a Procedures
in place for
ADCOS to
receive infor-
mation on a
recurring ba-
sis to maxi-
mize infor-
mation shar-
ing related to
high risk be-
havior

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Surgeon
General
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.11 Are Military
Health System
(MHS) person-
nel providing di-
rect oversight of
network inpa-
tient detoxifica-
tion and recov-
ery programs?

2.11.a MHS person-
nel provide
direct over-
sight to
maintain
situational
awareness
of Soldier re-
covery.

ACPHP Annex
D

Surgeon
General
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.12 Are systems in
place to ensure
timely commu-
nication among
Military Health
system person-
nel, ASAP, and
DA civilian in-
patient/
detoxification
facilities?

2.12.a Plan to facili-
tate timely
communica-
tion of MHS
personnel,
ASAP, and
DA Civilian
inpatient /
detoxification
personnel.

ACPHP Annex
D

Surgeon
General
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
manders

2.13 Are DA Civilian
inpatient /
detoxification
facilities located
physically close
enough to in-
stallation - with
enough bed
space- to en-
sure timely
transfer of care
to those off-
post facilities?

2.13.a Off-post DA
Civilian inpa-
tient /
detoxification
facilities are
co-located
close
enough -
with enough
bed space -
to ensure
timely trans-
fer of care.

ACPHP Annex
D

ACSIM 2.14 Are Military and
Family Life
Consultants
(MFLC) readily
available to Sol-
diers and Fami-
lies?

2.14.a MFCLs are
incorporated
into com-
mander / unit
programs,
and fully in-
tegrated with
other help
providers to
ensure
seamless
coverage be-
tween con-
tact and re-
ferral.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.1 Are the primary
health care and
behavioral
health care pro-
viders co-lo-
cated?

3.1.a Primary
health care
and be-
havioral
health care
providers co-
located to
provide com-
prehensive
medical
treatment,
share treat-
ment plan in-
formation,
and reduce
stigma with
patient heal-
th.

ACPHP Annex
D

Surgeon
General
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.2 Are Corps/DIV/
BDE primary/
behavioral
health providers
treating patients
in properly re-
sourced (for ex-
ample facility,
equipment, and
specialty con-
sultation and
services, and
so on) MTFs?

3.2.a Soldiers re-
ceive com-
prehensive,
state-of-the-
art medical
health care
commensu-
rate with
Family medi-
cal health
care.

ACPHP Annex
D

Surgeon
General
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.3 Are MTF coor-
dinators linked
to Corps / DIV /
BCT surgeons
to coordinate /
schedule facility
access to pa-
tient care?

3.3.a MTF com-
mander’s
comprehen-
sive medical
care plan ad-
dresses the
linkage of
MTF coordi-
nators and
Corp/DIV/
BCT sur-
geons.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.4 Are medical /
clinic operating
hours conven-
ient for Soldier
and Family care
access and
maximum facil-
ity usage?

3.4.a There is suf-
ficient clinical
support staff
(full-time,
part-time
employees,
and RC pro-
viders) to ex-
pand operat-
ing hours.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.5 Does the MTF
have a quality
assurance
process by
which "at risk
medication"
prescriptions
are tracked and
peer reviewed?

3.5.a "At risk medi-
cation" pre-
scribing in-
cludes (label
or off label
use) drug
combinations
comprised of
three or
more of the
following:
opiod narcot-
ics,
anxiolytics,
antip-
sychotics,
sedative-hy-
pnotics,
mood stabi-
lizers, and
anti-convu-
lsants.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.6 Does the Be-
havioral Health
Department
provide psycho-
therapy for Sol-
diers being pre-
scribed multiple
psychotropic
medications as
deemed appro-
priate?

3.6.a Soldiers be-
ing pre-
scribed mul-
tiple
psychotropic
medications
receive psy-
chotherapy
as deemed
appropriate.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.7 Is there a com-
prehensive al-
ternative pain
management
approach for
Soldiers coping
with chronic
pain to reduce
the dependency
on opiod nar-
cotics exist?

3.7.a Alternative
treatment
modalities
for pain such
as spinal
cord stimula-
tion, acu-
puncture
services, and
biofeedback,
etc are avail-
able.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.8 Does installa-
tion have an
SRP screening
process that
uses a face-to-
face interview
with either a be-
havioral health
specialist or pri-
mary care spe-
cialist with be-
havioral health
specialist as
back-up?

3.8.a Installation
has an SRP
screening
process that
uses a face-
to-face inter-
view with ei-
ther a be-
havioral
health spe-
cialist or pri-
mary care
specialist
with be-
havioral
health spe-
cialist as
back-up.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.9 Has the instal-
lation imple-
mented a coor-
dinated pro-
gram of peri-
odic screening,
triage, and mul-
tidisciplinary
treatment to
support Sol-
diers and their
Families? Have
on-line pro-
grams been im-
plemented to
increase
screening rates
and improve ef-
ficiency?

3.9.a Installation
has imple-
mented a co-
ordinated
program of
periodic
screening,
triage, and
multidiscipli-
nary treat-
ment to sup-
port Soldiers
and their
Families.

ACPHP Annex
D

3.9b Online pro-
grams (for
example, Au-
tomated Be-
havioral
Health Clin-
ic) have
been imple-
mented.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.10 Do systems/
processes exist
to leverage
medical screen-
ing information
(for example,
PHA, PDHA,
PDHRA,
screenings for
TBI and PTSD,
etc.)?

3.10.a Command-
ers are noti-
fied of Sol-
dier compli-
ance and
risk factors
revealed by
medical
screening in-
formation to
ensure ap-
propriate re-
ferrals and
subsequent
treatment
plans.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.11 Is there a "med-
ical care pro-
vider forum" to
increase collab-
oration or im-
prove identifica-
tion of at-risk
Soldier and
Families to
maximize their
care and en-
hance general
suicide preven-
tion measures?

3.11.a Medical care
provider fo-
rum exists to
increase col-
laboration or
improve
identification
of at-risk Sol-
dier and
Families.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.12 Is there a holis-
tic and compre-
hensive case
management
system to syn-
chronize indi-
vidual / Family
case file man-
agement to in-
tegrate and co-
ordinate a treat-
ment plan that
is all inclusive
to ensure the
effort is simul-
taneously coor-
dinated among
all care provid-
ers?

3.12a A compre-
hensive case
management
system to
synchronize
individual /
Family case
file manage-
ment is in
place and
fully function-
al.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.13 Do PTSD /
mTBI programs
fully utilize op-
portunities for
collateral con-
tacts with
spouses and
other Family
members to as-
sess and vali-
date symptoms
associated with
PTSD / mTBI?

3.13a Program fully
utilizes op-
portunities
for collateral
contacts with
spouses and
other Family
members to
assess and
validate
symptoms
associated
with PTSD /
mTBI.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.14 Do PTSD /
mTBI programs
fully utilize op-
portunities for
individual and
Family psycho-
therapy to as-
sist with resolu-
tion of symp-
toms and im-
prove coping
and subsequent
recovery?

3.14a Program fully
utilizes op-
portunities
for individual
and Family
psychother-
apy to assist
with resolu-
tion of symp-
toms and im-
prove coping
and subse-
quent recov-
ery.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.15 Do PTSD /
mTBI programs
utilize neurop-
sychological /
psychological
assessment to
validate com-
plaints and
symptoms,
quantify defects
prior to
developing a
plan of treat-
ment and again
after treatment
to assist with
determination
of return to duty
or referral to
MEB?

3.15a PTSD / mTBI
program uti-
lizes neurop-
sychological
/ psychologi-
cal assess-
ment to vali-
date com-
plaints and
symptoms,
quantify de-
fects prior to
developing a
plan of treat-
ment and ag-
ain after
treatment to
assist with
determina-
tion of return
to duty or re-
ferral to
MEB. All pro-
viders in-
volved in the
care of an in-
dividual sol-
dier are in-
cluded in the
review of
care meet-
ings.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
manders

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.16 Do Review of
Care meetings
include all pro-
viders involved
in the care of
an individual
soldier?

3.16a All providers
involved in
the care of
an individual
soldier are
included in
the review of
care meet-
ings.

ACPHP Annex
D

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

3.17 Do PTSD /
mTBI programs
utilize Rehabili-
tation Psycholo-
gists as treat-
ment provid-
ers?

3.17a Rehabilita-
tion Psychol-
ogists as
treatment
providers are
utilized with
the PTSD /
mTBI pro-
grams.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

4.1 Do means exist
to connect Sol-
dier Families (e.
g., spouse, chil-
dren, parents)
and, in particu-
lar, single-Sol-
dier Families (e.
g., parents,
fiancé, and chil-
dren) with com-
manders and
their programs?

4.1a Soldier Fam-
ilies con-
nected with
commanders
and their
programs.

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

4.2 Are Soldier
Families (e.g.,
spouses,
fiancé, children,
and parents) in-
cluded in rein-
tegration train-
ing?

4.2a Soldier Fam-
ilies in inte-
grated train-
ing.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

4.3 Has the senior
commander im-
plemented a
program to ac-
tively engage
leaders and
their spouses/
fiancés/parents/
children in sup-
port of a com-
prehensive,
health promo-
tion, risk reduc-
tion, overall fit-
ness plan to
strength rela-
tionships and
support net-
works?

4.3a Viable pro-
gram in
place to
meet the re-
quirements
of the task.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

4.4 Has a review of
the OPTEMPO
of the units as-
signed to the
installation
been completed
in order to syn-
chronize/impl-
ement Soldier
and Family
resilien-
cy-focused pro-
grams to im-
prove total
Family well-
ness/quality of
life?

4.4a Soldier and
Family
resilien-
cy-focused
programs
synchronized
to the units
OPTEMPO.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

ACOM,
ASCC,
DRU
Com-
manders

Senior
com-
mander

Gar-
rison-
com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

Garrison
com-
mand
Chaplain

4.5 Are training and
retreat pro-
grams, which
are intended to
improve
resiliency, (that
is, Strong
Bonds, Battle
mind, ASIST,
and so forth),
adequately fun-
ded to allow
participation? Is
there a backlog
or wait list? Are
additional re-
sources re-
quired?

4.5a Training and
retreat pro-
grams, which
are intended
to improve
resiliency,
(that is,
Strong
Bonds, Bat-
tle mind,
ASIST, and
so forth), are
adequately
funded.

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els WTU
Com-
manders

5.1 Does WTU
have policies
and programs
to monitor and
optimize Soldier
return to duty?

5.1a Policies and
programs in
place to op-
timize return
of Soldiers to
duty.

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els WTU
Com-
manders

5.2 Does a system/
criteria exist to
vet each Sol-
dier recom-
mended for as-
signment to the
WTU to ensure
Soldiers remain
with their units/
teams as ap-
propriate, and
that only Sol-
diers who
clearly require
WTU-level
management
are assigned to
the WTU.

5.2a Approved
criteria to vet
Soldiers for
assignment
to WTU.

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els WTU
Com-
manders

5.3 Does the instal-
lation/WTU
have clear pol-
icy and criteria
for nominating
and vetting
WTU cadre?

5.3a Only Officers
and NCOs
who have
demon-
strated suc-
cess in prior
equiv-
alent-level
leadership
roles are as-
signed to
WTU leader-
ship posi-
tions.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els WTU
Com-
manders

5.4 Do WTUs track
and report
pharmaceutical
usage to Senior
Command lead-
ership?

5.4a Pharmaceuti-
cal usage
tracked and
reported to
Senior Com-
mand leader-
ship.

ACPHP Annex
D

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els WTU
Com-
manders

5.5 Are Opiod nar-
cotic prescrip-
tions in the
WTU/ WTB lim-
ited to 7 days
(with command-
er’s authority to
exempt on an
individual ba-
sis)?

5.5a Seven day
prescription
limit of Opiod
narcotic pre-
scriptions.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

6.1 Are subordinate
commanders
encouraged at
all levels to
comply with
regulatory guid-
ance to initiate
or process ad-
ministratively
separate Sol-
diers for mis-
conduct to in-
clude serious
drug / alcohol
or multiple drug
/ alcohol inci-
dents?

6.1a Command-
ers are en-
couraged at
all levels to
comply with
regulatory
guidance to
initiate or
process ad-
ministratively
separate
Soldiers for
misconduct
to include
serious drug
/ alcohol or
multiple drug
/ alcohol inci-
dents.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

6.2 Has the instal-
lation imple-
mented policies
and programs
to identify and
assist Soldiers
who enlist with
waivers for sig-
nificant pre-ex-
isting condi-
tions?

6.2a Policies and
programs in
place to
identify and
assist Sol-
diers who
enlist with
waivers for
significant
pre-existing
conditions.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

6.3 Do command-
ers refer Sol-
diers to ASAP
who have either
a positive uri-
nalysis or a
drug/alcohol re-
lated incident in
accordance
with AR
600–85?

6.3a Command-
ers refer Sol-
diers to
ASAP in ac-
cordance
with AR
600–85.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

6.4 Do Soldiers re-
ceive an indi-
vidual compre-
hensive evalua-
tion within 12
working days of
being referred
to ASAP coun-
selors in ac-
cordance with
AR 600–85?

6.4a Soldiers re-
ceive an indi-
vidual com-
prehensive
evaluation
within 12
working days
of being re-
ferred to
ASAP coun-
selors in ac-
cordance
with AR
600–85.

ACPHP Annex
D AR 600–85

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

6.5 Are ASAP
timelines (refer-
rals and ASAP
intervention)
reported to the
Senior Com-
mander?

6.5a ASAP
timelines (re-
ferrals and
ASAP inter-
vention) are
reported to
the Senior
Commander.

ACPHP Annex
D AR 600–85

ACSIM

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

6.6 Does installa-
tion offer MWR
adventure-type
activity pro-
grams to Sol-
diers to divert/
reduce Soldier
combat-related
adrenaline-rush
that leads to in-
appropriate
high risk/
adrenaline
seeking activi-
ties?

6.6.a Installation
MWR partici-
pates in Ad-
venture
Quest.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

DCS,
G–3/5/7
Judge
Advo-
cate
General
CG,
TRADOC
ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

7.1 Does the Instal-
lation have a
program for
redeploying
battalion and
company com-
manders to pro-
vide refresher
training on Sol-
dier-specific ad-
ministrative
medico-legal
requirements to
reduce high-risk
populations?

7.1.a Installation
has a pro-
gram for
redeploying
battalion and
company
commanders
to provide
refresher
training on
Sol-
dier-specific
administra-
tive medico-
legal require-
ments to re-
duce high-
risk popula-
tions.

ACPHP
Annex D

DCS,
G–3/5/7
CG,
TRADOC
ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

7.2 Is there a pro-
gram to provide
refresher train-
ing for incoming
commanders
and rear-DET
commanders
on policies and
processes as-
sociated with
disciplinary ac-
tions, discipli-
nary action
reporting, ad-
ministrative
separation, and
medical board
processes/o-
ptions?

7.2.a Installation
has a pro-
gram to pro-
vide
refresher
training for
incoming
commanders
and rear-
DET com-
manders on
policies and
processes
associated
with discipli-
nary actions,
disciplinary
action report-
ing, adminis-
trative sepa-
ration, and
medical
board
processes/o-
ptions.

ACPHP
Annex D

DCS,
G–3/5/7
CG,
TRADOC
ACSIM
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

7.3 Have local
Company Com-
mander and
First Sergeant
Course Pro-
grams of In-
struction re-
garding suicide
prevention
been updated
to include the
importance of
developing pos-
itive life coping
skills in their
Soldiers?

7.3.a Updated Sui-
cide Preven-
tion POIs in-
clude the im-
portance of
developing
positive life
coping skills
in their Sol-
diers.

ACPHP
Annex D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief of
Chap-
lains
Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

7.4 Do Chaplains
on the installa-
tion/garrison
have opportuni-
ties for (a) in-
service training
on counseling
skills or (b) ex-
ternal training/
certification that
focus on com-
prehensive
wellness, be-
havioral health
referral consul-
tations, and in-
tegration with
the behavioral
health commu-
nity including
behavioral
health provid-
ers, CSCTs,
ASAP, AFAP,
MFCLs, and so
forth?

7.4.a Chaplains
have the op-
portunity to
attend re-
quired train-
ing courses.

ACPHP
Annex D

Suicide
Preven-
tion Pro-
gram
Manager

7.5 Is the Installa-
tion Suicide
Prevention Pro-
gram Manager
tracking the
number of
ASIST Trainers
and ASIST-
level Crisis In-
tervention train-
ing personnel
on post?

7.5.a ASIST
trainers and
ASIST-level
Crisis Inter-
vention train-
ing person-
nel are being
tracked by
the ASPP
Manager.

ACPHP
Annex D

DCS,
G–1
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

7.6 Does the instal-
lation have at
least two ASIST
qualified
trainers that
can sponsor the
2-day ASIST
workshop?

7.6.a Minimum of
two ASIST
trainers are
available to
sponsor the
2-day ASIST
workshop.

ACPHP
Annex D

DCS, G-
1
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

7.7 Does the Instal-
lation have at
least one
ASIST-trained
personnel at
each commu-
nity support
agency (for ex-
ample, SJA,
MP, ACS, and
so forth.)?

7.7.a Minimum of
one ASIST
trained per-
sonnel at
each com-
munity sup-
port agency.

ACPHP
Annex D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

DCS,
G–1
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander

7.8 Is the Suicide
Stand-down
and Prevention
training (for ex-
ample, Beyond
the Front, ACE,
etc.) incorpo-
rated into annu-
al/retraining/
refresher train-
ing?

7.8.a Army Suicide
Stand-down
and Preven-
tion training
incorporated
into manda-
tory annual
training.

ACPHP
Annex D

Senior
com-
mander
Garrison
com-
mander

7.9 Are training
events coordi-
nated for all
noncommis-
sioned officers
(NCOs), offi-
cers, and Army
DA Civilian su-
pervisors on
recognizing
symptoms of
mental health
disorders and
potential trig-
gers or causes
of suicide and
other harmful,
dysfunctional
behavior?

7.9.a Documented
training re-
cords.

ACPHP
Annex D

DCS,
G–1
Senior
com-
mander
Garrison
com-
mander

7.10 Are all
gatekeepers
properly trained
in suicide inter-
vention skills
training as di-
rected by the
DCS G–1 of-
fice?

7.10.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600–63
para 4-4
(h)(3)(f)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

7.11 Did all UMT
members and
Family Life
chaplains re-
ceive suicide
prevention
training which
includes recog-
nizing potential
danger and
warning signs,
suicidal risk es-
timation, con-
fidentiality re-
quirements,
how to conduct
unit suicide pre-
vention training,
and intervention
techniques to
employ when it
is known that a
person they are
counseling is at
risk for suicide?

7.11.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600–63
para 4-4
(h)(3)(e)

DCS, G-
1
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

7.12 Did all Army
leaders receive
training on the
current Army
policy toward
suicide preven-
tion, suicide risk
identification,
and early inter-
vention with at-
risk personnel?

7.12.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4
(f)(3)(a)

DCS, G-
1
Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

7.13 Did all Army
Soldiers and
DA Civilian em-
ployees receive
annual basic
suicide aware-
ness and pre-
vention training
focusing on the
identification of
suicide warning
and danger
signs, and what
lifesaving ac-
tions they
should take?

7.13.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4
(j)(2)(a)

Chief of
Chap-
lains
Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

7.14 Are all chap-
lains on the in-
stallation / garri-
son trained as
gatekeepers?

7.14.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600-63
Para 1-25 (b)
Para 4-4 (j) (4),
(6)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief of
Chap-
lains
Garrison
Com-
mand
Chaplain

7.15 Are all chap-
lains on the in-
stallation / garri-
son qualified to
train the Army
approved ACE
suicide preven-
tion and inter-
vention training
programs
developed by
the US Army
Center for
Health Promo-
tion and Pre-
ventive Medi-
cine
(USACHPPM)?

7.15.a Documented
training re-
cords.

AR 600-63
Para 1-25 (c)

Suicide
Preven-
tion Pro-
gram
Manager

7.16 Does the SPPM
track the train-
ing of all Ask,
Care, and Es-
cort (ACE) -cer-
tified personnel
and ACE train-
ing for the in-
stallation?

7.16.a Established
tracking and
reporting
system.

AR 600-63
Para 1-26 (d)

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

8.1 Are reporting /
tracking sys-
tems in place to
monitor compli-
ance with
regulatory guid-
ance on admin-
istrative separa-
tions of Soldiers
for misconduct,
to include seri-
ous drug / alco-
hol or multiple
drug / alcohol
incidents and
other serious
criminal activi-
ty?

8.1.a Operational
tracking and
reporting
system.

ACPHP
Annex D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

8.2 Do unit com-
manders, medi-
cal health pro-
viders, ASAP /
FAP clinicians
and non-clini-
cian personnel
have a compos-
ite picture of
high-risk Sol-
diers to sync
medico-legal
actions for Sol-
diers who com-
mit multiple
criminal / sub-
stance abuse
events, prevent
recidivism, and
reduce high-risk
Soldier popula-
tions?

8.2.a Integrated
and/or linked
services to
Soldier.

ACPHP
Annex D

Surgeon
General
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

8.3 Does medical
board policies
permit unit
commanders to
refer a Soldier
to the MMRB
after a MEB /
PEB determina-
tion to retain
and MOS lim-
ited Soldier; ex-
tend the dead-
lines for MEB
processing to
complete the
board in a sin-
gle series of
medical con-
sults; authorize
resumption of
MEB process-
ing for expired
cases with only
a file review as
an option to ex-
pedite the case;
and ensure ad-
equate number
of medical /
legal personnel
to expedite
backlogs /
surges for MEB
/ PEB services
for pre- and
post-deplo-
yment?

8.3.a Established
policy.

ACPHP
Annex D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
mander
Garrison
Com-
mander
Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander
Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

8.4 Do unit com-
manders and
Soldiers receive
timely adjudica-
tion of disability
status, fitness
for MOS, and
fitness for duty
as a result of
MMRB / MEB /
PEB?

8.4.a Timely ad-
judication.

ACPHP
Annex D

Surgeon
General

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

8.5 Are procedures
/ policies in
place for com-
manders to re-
spond to Sol-
diers who re-
fuse treatment
"against medi-
cal advice
(AMA)"?

8.5.a Established
policy.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
mander

Garrison
Com-
mander

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

8.6 Is there a
method for tra-
cking at risk
Soldiers due to
intra-post trans-
fers between
activities, units
and tenants?

8.6.a Operational
tracking and
reporting
system.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Com-
manders
all levels

8.7 Are command-
ers incorporat-
ing the impor-
tance of Sol-
dier, DA Civil-
ian, and Family
physical and
mental health in
all initial and
subsequent
performance
counseling to
enhance pro-
gram and serv-
ices and reduce
stigma associ-
ated with seek-
ing behavior?

8.7.a Initial and
subsequent
performance
counseling
includes the
importance
of Soldier,
DA Civilian,
and Family
physical and
mental
health to en-
hance pro-
gram and
services and
reduce
stigma asso-
ciated with
seeking
mental heal-
th.

ACPHP Annex
D

N/A Not
Met

Partially
MET

MET

Total

Surgeon
General

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

9.1 Does Quality
Improvement /
Quality Assur-
ance Program
perform root
cause analysis
on all deaths
that occur
within 31 days
of the last
scheduled ap-
pointment?

9.1.a Analysis
report com-
pleted.

ACPHP Annex
D

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.2 Are there pro-
cedures in
place for com-
manders to par-
ticipate with the
CAO to meet
and talk with
the family
(spouse, par-
ent, fiancé, etc.)
in an incident
related to sui-
cide?

9.2.a Established
and docu-
mented pro-
cedures.

ACPHP Annex
D
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.3 Is a Suicide Re-
sponse Team
(SRT) estab-
lished to imme-
diately assist
commanders in
coordinating
and integrating
"Postvention"
activities in the
event of a com-
pleted / at-
tempted sui-
cide?

9.3.a Installation
has qualified
SRT to as-
sist com-
manders in
completed /
attempted
suicide
events.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 (m) (5)

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.4 Are command-
ers appointing
an AR 15-6 in-
vestigator for
suicide or sus-
pected suicide?

9.4.a 15-6 investi-
gators are
appointed to
provide a
comprehen-
sive review
of all possi-
ble causes;
mental /
physical ill-
ness, finan-
cial prob-
lems, failed
relationships,
other cumu-
lative stress
factors, trig-
ger events,
etc., to in-
form current
and improve
future pro-
grams and
services.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m
(2)(b)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.5 Are AR 15-6 in-
vestigators de-
liberately
scoped and ap-
propriately
timed to ensure
effective coor-
dination with
CID and MTF
personnel con-
ducting official,
ongoing
Postvention ac-
tivities (for ex-
ample, investi-
gation, coor-
dination of au-
topsy, ongoing
toxicology, fo-
rensic exams,
etc.)? Are 15-6
investigative of-
ficers coordinat-
ing with CID
Special Agent
in Charge and
the MTF DoD-
SER Coordina-
tor to synchro-
nize efforts and
ensure an ac-
curate, inclu-
sive, and syner-
gistic 15-6 in-
vestigation?

9.5.a Accurate and
complete in-
vestigations.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m
(2)(b)

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.6 Is CID coordi-
nating with
commanders
regarding
equivocal death
investigations
to ensure com-
manders take
appropriate,
timely actions
(AR 15-6, LOD,
etc.) in the
event that the
equivocal death
is determined to
be a suicide?
Are you track-
ing general
trends for all
equivocal
deaths resulting
from high-risk
behavior to in-
form current
and improve fu-
ture programs
and services?

9.6.a Completed
trend analy-
sis

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m
(2)(c)(d)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.7 Are Line of
Duty Determi-
nations (LODs)
being per-
formed in all
deaths and inju-
ries arising from
suicide-related
events (equivo-
cal deaths, at-
tempts, and
gestures, etc.)?

9.7.a Completed
LOD investi-
gations.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m
(2)(d)

Senior
Com-
manders

Garrison
Com-
manders

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand/Center
Com-
mander

Com-
manders
at all lev-
els

9.8 Are post-sui-
cide investiga-
tors coordinat-
ing and com-
municating with
an appropriate
MTF behavioral
health officer to
obtain an opin-
ion from that of-
ficer regarding
whether the
Soldier who
died of suicide
was "mentally
sound" at the
time of the sui-
cide incident?

9.8a Accurate and
complete in-
vestigations.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m
(2)(e)

DCS,
G–1

CG,
CHPPM

9.9 Are Facilitator
Guides updated
to include in-
struction that
dependants of
active duty Sol-
diers generally
will not receive
Dependency
and Indemnity
Compensation
(DIC) benefits
from the VA in
the event of su-
icide?

9.9a Documented
training

ACPHP Annex
D
AR 600-63
Para 1-6, 1-16

Surgeon
General

CG,
CHPPM

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

9.10 Has MTF mi-
grated from the
Army Suicide
Event Report-
ing (ASER) to
the DODSER
for reporting su-
icide event da-
ta? If not, have
you taken all
necessary
steps to expe-
dite that migra-
tion?

9.10.a Completed
migration.

AR 600-63
Para 4-4 m (3)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Surgeon
General

Medical
Depart-
ment
Com-
mand /
Center
Com-
mander

9.11 Is MTF working
with CID, Fatal-
ity Review
Board, and AR
15-6/ LOD in-
vestigator to
ensure timely
and accurate
reporting of sui-
cide-related
event data on
DODSER?

9.11.a Accurate and
completed
investiga-
tions.

ACPHP
Annex D

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.1 Has state ap-
pointed Suicide
Intervention Of-
ficers (SIO) at
every company
who are trained
in Peer Inter-
vention Training
skills?

10.1.a
10.1.b

State-ap-
pointed Sui-
cide Inter-
vention Offi-
cers in place
at every
company.
SIOs trained
in Peer Inter-
vention
Training
skills.

ACPHP Annex
D (ARNG ver-
sion)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.2 Does state
have a system
in place to en-
sure that every
death, to in-
clude non-duty
deaths, are
reported via
SIR up to the
ARNG Watch?

10.2.a System in
place to
report every
death via
SIR to
ARNG
Watch.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.3 Has state
placed a re-
quirement in
the Yearly
Training Guid-
ance for all
units to provide
annually re-
quired Suicide
Prevention
Training for Sol-
diers/Leaders?

10.3.a Yearly Train-
ing Guidance
includes an-
nual Suicide
Prevention
Training for
Sol-
diers/Leaders.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.4 Is there a sys-
tem in place to
verify that train-
ing is taking
place and that
results are
reported up the
chain of com-
mand?

10.4.a Tracking and
reporting
system in
place for re-
quired sui-
cide preven-
tion training.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.5 Has state des-
ignated Sep-
tember as Sui-
cide Prevention
Month on the
Yearly Training
Guidance and
established pro-
tocols to sup-
port units in
their activities
and to track/
promote partici-
pation?

10.5.a State desig-
nated Sep-
tember as
Suicide Pre-
vention
Month on the
Yearly Train-
ing Guid-
ance.
Protocols es-
tablished to
support units
in their activi-
ties.
System to
promote and
track partici-
pation.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.6 Has state
SPPM nested
the ARNG pro-
gram into the
State Depart-
ment of Mental
Health Suicide
Prevention Pro-
gram?

10.6.a State’s
ARNG pro-
gram nested
into State
Department
of Mental
Health Sui-
cide Preven-
tion Pro-
gram.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.7 Does state
have a unique
state level sui-
cide prevention
policy which tai-
lors the pro-
gram to state
specific re-
sources,
demographics
and needs?

10.7.a State-level
suicide pre-
vention pol-
icy tailored to
state specific
resources,
demographics
and needs.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.8 Has state im-
plemented the
Yellow Ribbon
Program for all
phases of the
Deployment
Cycle?

10.8.a Yellow Rib-
bon Program
implemented
for all
phases of
the Deploy-
ment Cycle.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.9 Has state
developed
Memorandums
of Agreement
with state and
local agencies
to leverage
services and re-
sources for Sol-
diers and their
Families in
geographically
dispersed
areas?

10.9.a Memoran-
dums of
Agreement
with state
and local
agencies to
leverage
services and
resources for
Soldiers and
their Fami-
lies in
geographi-
cally dis-
persed areas
exist.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)
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Table G–1
Army campaign plan for health promotion risk deduction suicide prevention checklist—Continued

Organiza- Task Standard N/A Not Met Par- Met Dis-
tional tially cus-
Level Met sion /

Rec-
om-
men-
dation

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.
10

Has the SPPM
made listings of
available serv-
ices throughout
the state that
support Soldier
well being and
health and pub-
licized them to
the Armories (e.
g., VA hospitals
and local clin-
ics, Crisis hot-
lines/clinics,
Community
Health Clinics,
local hospitals
and emergency
rooms, Army
OneSource,
and National in-
ternet sites and
resources)?

10.10.
a
10.10.
b

SPPM com-
piled listings
of state and
local serv-
ices to sup-
port Soldier
and Family
Well being.
Listing of
services
publicized to
the Armories

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)
ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.
11

Has state
developed in-
formation
papers to clarify
with leaders
and Soldiers re-
garding availa-
ble medical and
behavioral
health services,
qualifying con-
ditions, limita-
tions and op-
tions for both
active duty and
non-active duty
Soldiers?

10.11.
a

Information
papers
developed
clarifying for
leaders and
Soldiers
available
medical and
behavioral
health serv-
ices, qualify-
ing condi-
tions, limita-
tions and op-
tions for both
active duty
and non-ac-
tive duty Sol-
diers.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

Chief,
National
Guard
Bureau

10.
12

Has state
developed poli-
cies, practices
and resources
to expand avail-
able medical
and behavioral
health services
to the broadest
possible extent
throughout the
state?

10.12.
a

Developed
policies,
practices
and re-
sources to
expand
available
medical and
behavioral
health serv-
ices to the
broadest
possible ex-
tent through-
out the state.

ACPHP AN-
NEX D (ARNG
version)

N/A Not
MET

Partially
MET

MET

Total
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Glossary

Section I
Abbreviations

AC
Active Component

ACE
ask, care, escort

ACOM
Army Command

ACPHP
Army Campaign Plan for Health Promotion, Risk Reduction, and Suicide Prevention

ACR
Army Central Registry

ACS
Army Community Services

ACSAP
Army Center for Substance Abuse

ADCO
Alcohol and Drug Control Officer

ADT
active duty for training

AER
Army Emergency Relief

AFME
Armed Forces Medical Examiner

AG
Adjutant General

AOS
Army OneSource

ASAP
Army Substance Abuse Program

ASCC
Army Service Component Command

ASER
Army Suicide Event Report

ASPP
Army Suicide Prevention Program

ASIST
Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training

AWOL
absent without leave
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CDS
Child Development Services

CHPC
Community Health Promotion Councils

CHPPM
Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine

CID
Criminal Investigation Division

CMHS
Community Mental Health Service

CONUS
continental United States

CRC
Case Review Committee

CSF
comprehensive Soldier fitness

CSFP
Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program

CYSS
Child Youth and School Services

DAMIS
Drug and Alcohol Information System

DCoE
Defense Center of Excellence

DCS
deployment cycle support

DCS, G–1
Deputy Chief of Staff, G–1

DEROS
Date Eligible for Return from Overseas

DHS
Director of Health Services

DMHO
Division Mental Health Officer

DMFWR
Director, Family, Morale and Welfare and Recreation

DODDs
Department of Defense Dependents Schools

DODSER
Department of Defense Suicide Event Report
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DPT
Director of Plans and Training

DRU
Direct Reporting Unit

FAP
Family Advocacy Program

FAST
Family Advocacy Staff Training

FMSPP
Family Member Suicide Prevention Program

FRB
Fatality Review Board

FRG
Family Readiness Group

HCP
health care provider

HIPPA
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

ICW
inConjunction with

IDT
inactive duty training

IPT
Installation Prevention Team

JFHQ
Joint Forces Headquarters

LOD
line of duty

MEB
medical evaluation board

MEDDAC
medical department activity

MFLC
military family life consultant

MHSAP
Mental Health Self Assessment Program

MMRB
MOS-Medical Retention Board

MOA
memorandum of agreement
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MTF
medical treatment facility

MOS
military occupational specialty

NCO
noncommissioned officer

OCCS
operational criteria for the classification of suicide

OCONUS
outside continental United States

OPTEMPO
Operational Tempo

OSD
Office of the Secretary of Defense

OTSG
Office of the Surgeon General

PAO
public affairs officer

PCS
permanent change of station

PDHA
post deployment health assessment

PDHRA
post deployment health reassessment

PHC (Prov.)
Public Health Command (Provisional)

PM
Provost Marshal

PREP
Prevention Relationship Enhancement Program

PTSD
post traumatic stress disorder

RC
Reserve Component

RMT
Risk Management Team

ROI
report of investigation

RRP
Risk Reduction Program
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RRPC
Risk Reduction Program Coordinator

R-URI
Re-integration Unit Risk Inventory

SJA
staff judge advocate

SPAN
Suicide Prevention Action Network

SPAP
Suicide Prevention Action Plan

SPPM
Suicide Prevention Program

SPRC
Suicide Prevention Resource Center

SPTF
Suicide Prevention Task Force

SRMT
Suicide Risk Management Team

SRT
Suicide Response Team

SSART
Suicide Specialized Augmentation Response Team

TAPS
Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors

TRADOC
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

UCMJ
Uniform Code of Military Justice

UMT
unit ministry team

URI
unit risk inventory

USACIDC
U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command

USAR
U.S. Army Reserve

VA
veterans administration

WTU
Warrior Transition Unit
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YA
youth activities

Section II
Terms

Behavioral Health Provider
Those trained mental health professionals who are credentialed or licensed as psychiatrists, clinical or counseling
psychologists, social workers, or psychiatric clinical nurse specialists.

Equivocal death
Cases in which the available facts and circumstances do not immediately distinguish the mode of death are called
“equivocal death.” A death is equivocal when ambiguity or uncertainty exists between any two or more of the four
modes.

Gatekeepers
Individuals who, in the performance of their assigned duties and responsibilities, provide specific counseling to
Soldiers and DA civilians in need are called gatekeepers. Gatekeepers will receive training in recognizing and helping
individuals with suicide-related symptoms or issues. Gatekeepers can be identified either as “primary gatekeepers”
(whose primary duties involve assisting those in need who are more susceptible to suicide ideation) or “secondary
gatekeepers” (who may have a secondary opportunity to come in contact with a person at risk). See AR 600–63, table
4–1 for specific clarification of primary and secondary gatekeepers.

Geographically Dispersed
Organizations or individuals who are not centrally located on a post or installation are considered to be geographically
dispersed. This primarily refers to Army Reserve and National Guard units and personnel whose cohesion is disrupted
by distance, but also includes Active Army Soldiers who live and work more than 50 miles from an installation, such
as Recruiters.

Intervention
Actions undertaken to prevent an individual experiencing a life crisis or a mental disorder from committing suicide.
Examples include listening, showing empathy, and escorting a person to receive help.

Mode of death (also known as manner of death)
Four categories of death: natural, accident, suicide, and homocide; the initial letters of each make up the acronym
NASH. The four modes of death have to be distinguished from the many causes of death such as gunshot wound or a
disease process. When the mode of death is unknown, a fifth category, “undetermined,” is often used.

Postvention
Those actions taken after an incident of suicidal behavior that serve to moderate the effects of the event on the
survivors of a person who has committed or attempted suicide.

Prevention
A continuum of awareness, intervention, and postvention. All efforts that surround building resiliency, reducing stigma,
building awareness, and strategic communication.

Psychological autopsy
Attempts to clarify the nature of death by focusing on the psychological aspects of the death. Its primary purpose is to
understand the circumstances and state of mind of the victim at the time of death. The procedure involves the
reconstruction of the life style and circumstances of the victim, together with details of behaviors and events lead to the
death of the individual.

Self harm
A self-inflicted potentially injurious behavior for which there is evidence (either explicit or implicit) that the person did
not intend to kill himself/herself (that is, had no intent to die). Persons engage in self harm behaviors when they wish
to use the appearance of intending to kill themselves in order to attain some other end (for example, to seek help,
punish others, to receive attention, or to regulate negative mood).
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Social Networking
Web sites that build online communities of people who share interests or activities, or who are interested in exploring
the interests and activities of others.

Suicide attempt
A self-inflicted potentially injurious behavior with a nonfatal outcome for which there is evidence (either explicit or
implicit) of intent to die. A suicide attempt may or may not result in injury. Therefore, this category includes behaviors
where there is evidence that the individual intended to die, but the event resulted in no injuries.

Section III
Special Abbreviations and Terms
There are no special terms.
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